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Abstract 

 

LEADESRHIP TRANSITIONS IN TEAMS 

Samantha Dubrow, Ph.D. 

George Mason University, 2021 

Dissertation Director: Dr. Stephen Zaccaro 

 

Recent studies have shown that teams can benefit from informal rotated leadership 

structures in which leadership responsibilities are rapidly shifted from one individual to 

another (Aime et al., 2014). Teams can quickly adapt to changes in dynamic 

environments by engaging in functional leadership transitions where leadership 

responsibilities are transferred to the focal member whose expertise and resources are 

most critical for the team’s situation. The current dissertation utilizes social 

categorization and leader identity formation theories (DeRue & Ashford, 2010; Lord et 

al., 1987) to explain the process of how teams transition leadership. The interactions 

between two team mental models of leadership (i.e., heterarchical leader prototypes and 

transactive memory of leadership capacities), and two team member traits (i.e., 

motivation to lead and psychological collectivism), are examined as potential antecedents 

to functional leadership transitions in an experiment using a computer-based team 

decision making task. A between-teams experimental design was used to manipulate the 

two team mental models through two trainings. Results show a significant two-way 



 

 

 

interaction between mental models and a significant, but negative, three-way interaction 

between the two team mental models and psychological collectivism. Finally, while 

functional leadership transitions across time do not correlate with performance, post hoc 

analyses indicate that functional leadership transitions may be important for maximizing 

performance at the final stages of a team performance episode.
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Introduction 

 

Most traditional theories describe leadership as formal, static, and hierarchical 

(Hannah et al., 2009; Morgeson et al., 2010). However, such perspectives do not 

articulate how leadership may emerge and change over time (Morgeson et al., 2010; 

Nesse, 2017). More dynamic and informal theories of leadership consider leadership 

emergence, but only describe it as a process that occurs once during a team performance 

episode (e.g., Day et al., 2004; Lichtenstein et al., 2006). Yet, there are conditions and 

contexts in which effective team performance requires multiple leaders to emerge at 

different times during a performance episode (Aime et al., 2014).  

Collective leadership theories state that leadership can be shared or distributed 

across individuals in a team (Pearce & Conger, 2003). Multiple individuals on a team 

may simultaneously fulfill the same leadership roles (i.e., shared leadership) or different 

leadership roles (i.e., distributed leadership; Contractor et al., 2012; Zaccaro & 

DeChurch, 2012). Another form of collective leadership is rotated leadership, a structure 

in which different individuals may fulfill leader roles at different times during a 

performance episode (Contractor et al., 2012; Erez, et al., 2002). 

Aime et al. (2014) introduced the notion of power heterarchy, which is a 

relational leadership structure “in which the relative power among team members shifts 

over time as the resources of specific team members become more relevant (and the 
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resources of other members become less relevant) because of changes in the situation or 

task” (p. 328). The authors argue that heterarchical leadership structures are “more 

dynamic and fluid than traditional hierarchical structures” (Aime et al., 2014, p. 327). 

Heterarchical leadership structures are ideal for situations where it is advantageous to 

have one clear leader in charge of making decisions, but where the same individual 

should not necessarily always occupy the primary leadership position (Klein et al., 2006). 

Teams with heterarchical leadership engage in leadership transitions, which involve “an 

individual shifting to or from performing tasks designated for a particular leader position” 

(p. 4). This dissertation defines functional leadership transitions as leadership transitions 

to the right person at the right time. In other words, while leadership transitions occur 

any time a new team member performs leadership tasks, functional leadership transitions 

occur when the individual who steps into the leadership role is the one with the most 

relevant domain expertise and resources to lead in the current situation. 

Several types of teams have protocols and trainings that call for leadership 

transitions under specific conditions. For example, leadership transitions occur at 

multiple points during most emergency response events. During a fire, the first 

emergency responders to arrive at the scene claim leadership and are in charge of 

decision making until leadership is transferred to a more senior official (e.g., Battalion 

Chief) upon his/her arrival (Bannan et al., 2019; Dubrow et al., 2017; The Interagency 

Board, 2015). Leadership transitions are also common in patient care teams. For example, 

some nurses who do not hold formal leadership positions are still required to perform 

leadership activities, including overseeing the patient care process, managing team 
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members, and planning strategically (McCallin & Frankson, 2010; Sherman et al., 2011). 

In some cases, physicians explicitly delegate leadership responsibilities to nurses (Klein 

et al., 2006). Other times, nurses demonstrate leadership when a physician is unavailable.  

Existing theories related to leadership transitions are limited in a several ways. 

First, there are only a handful of empirical articles investigating rotated leadership (e.g., 

Contractor et al., 2012; Davis & Eisenhardt, 2011; Erez et al., 2002), leadership 

transitions (i.e., Aime et al., 2014; Cook et al., 2019; Luciano et al., 2021; Nesse, 2017), 

or related concepts such as dynamic delegation, deference to expertise, and leadership 

redundancy (Johannessen et al., 2015; Klein et al., 2006; Weick & Sutcliffe, 2007). These 

articles all suggest that these different forms of functional leadership transitions can 

promote team adaptability and team performance. 

Most of these studies examine circumstances under which leadership transitions 

are prescribed and/or formally trained, such as in healthcare, emergency response, and 

command control teams (e.g., Erez et al., 2002; Klein et al., 2006; Luciano et al., 2021; 

Nesse, 2017). Because the leadership transitions that have been studied are somewhat 

formalized, existing theories do not yet explain how leadership transitions occur in other 

types of teams, such as ad hoc teams or teams that do not have any formal leaders. Close 

attention has yet to be paid to the complex social processes that facilitate leadership 

transitions where the emergence of new leadership relationships occur multiple times 

throughout a single performance episode (Cook et al., 2019). More research is needed to 

investigate the specific conditions under which functional leadership transitions can occur 
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in teams that lack experience working together, and that do not have prescribed 

leadership structures. 

The current dissertation focuses on the antecedents to leadership transitions in 

teams that work in complex environments and have distributed expertise, but do not 

necessarily have experience engaging in leadership transitions. To understand how the 

process of functional leadership transitions may occur in these types of teams, a social 

perspective of leader emergence based on leader categorization and leadership claiming 

and granting theories is used to better understand the process by which leadership 

transitions occur. The investigation of team mental models is used to identify whether 

accurate knowledge of the resource and expertise requirements for different situations, as 

well as the team distribution of such resources and expertise, can be used to drive 

functional leadership transitions in teams. Research findings suggest that functional 

leadership transitions can promote team performance (e.g., Aime et al., 2014; Luciano et 

al., 2021; Nesse, 2017), and this dissertation aims to identify the knowledge that team 

members need to have to engage in functional leadership transitions. Also, two team 

composition variables (motivation to lead and psychological collectivism) are 

investigated to better understand how the combination of team mental models around 

leadership transitions and personality traits that predict leadership emergence may 

interact to influence functional leadership transitions.  

Leadership Transitions 

Aime et al.’s (2014) primary motivation for promoting heterarchical leadership is 

due to its potential benefits that help combat challenges faced by teams with both 
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hierarchical and flat leadership structures. Research has shown that hierarchical 

leadership structures can impede team adaptability in complex environments (Nesse, 

2017), but fully decentralized leadership can hinder coordination in complex 

environments (Davison et al., 2012; Lanaj et al., 2013). There are a few studies from the 

rotated leadership literature that show evidence for the claim that heterarchical leadership 

has advantages over other structures (e.g., David & Eisenhardt, 2011; Erez et al., 2002). 

For example, Davis and Eisenhardt (2011) found that alternating decision control allowed 

organizational partners to focus on their unique capabilities to enhance innovation. On 

the other hand, when leadership was shared simultaneously, organizations tended toward 

a more consensus-driven approach, leading them to prioritize agreement over novelty, 

resulting in decreased innovative performance (Davis & Eisenhardt, 2011).  

One of the major benefits of heterarchical leadership is that it allows teams to be 

dynamic and flexible by allowing influential control to be transferred quickly and 

informally (Aime et al., 2014; Luciano et al., 2021). Such flexibility is enabled by the fact 

that different individuals can engage in leadership tasks at any time, without formally 

changing their roles (Luciano et al., 2021). Specifically, studies have shown that 

leadership transitions are desirable in contexts with changing demands where no single 

team member has all of the resources (e.g., unique expertise, availability) required to lead 

the team under all of the conditions the team may face (Aime et al., 2014; Klein et al., 

2006).  

On the contrary, traditional theories of leadership have argued that effective 

leaders are ones who can adapt to changing situational demands (Nadkarni & Hermann, 
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2010). Kenny and Zaccaro (1983) studied teams by varying their tasks to create dynamic 

situations and found that teams expected leaders to adapt to the changing situations. They 

demonstrated that the variance in who emerged as a leader primarily depended on a 

foundational characteristic, and that teams did not change their perceptions of who should 

lead the team when the task demands changed. However, these studies did not manipulate 

situationally specific leadership capacities such as traits and resources. Instead, it has 

been assumed that good leaders can adapt their behaviors when situations change, 

without consideration of whether they have the full set of capacities needed to 

successfully lead the team.  

Leadership transitions are considered to be functional when (a) the current leader 

does not have the leadership capacities required for the situation and (b) another 

individual on the team has more relevant leadership capacities, such as resources and 

expertise (Aime et al., 2014). Leadership transitions are beneficial in cross-functional 

teams where the unique resources and expertise distributed across team members are 

diverse enough that teams can simply share their unique information to come to team 

consensus. Additionally, a leader who lacks the necessary expertise cannot adequately 

elicit information from the domain expert while continuing to lead the team instead of 

transferring power. Rather, these teams must transition leadership to the individual with 

the most relevant expertise for the team to make decisions and act effectively. Aime et al. 

(2014) refer to the individual with the most relevant resources at a given time as the 

“focal” team member. Humphrey et al. (2009) refer to a similar concept of “core” role 

holders who have a greater impact on team performance than other members of the team. 
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The concepts of focal team members and core role holders imply that leadership 

transitions themselves may not have a positive impact on team performance, but rather 

leadership needs to be transitioned to the right person at the right time. The current 

dissertation aims to uncover the relational processes that enable teams to identify focal 

team members and change their perception of who is focal over time.  

Process of Functional Leadership Transitions 

The section below describes a process by which functional leadership transitions 

can occur (Figure 1). In the proposed framework, a team is cued by a catalyst, such as an 

anticipated change in the phase of the team’s task (Standifer & Bluedorn, 2006) or an 

unanticipated disruption to the team (Morgeson et al., 2015). Following a catalyst, teams 

can engage in a process of identifying the need for a new leader, based on a change in the 

expertise required by situational demands, and identify which of their teammates has that 

expertise (Aime et al., 2014). Then, leadership can be transitioned to the individual who 

meets the new contextual demands. This process of functional leadership transitions is 

explained through theories of leader prototypes, leader categorization, and leadership 

claiming and granting (Cook et al., 2019; DeRue & Ashford, 2010; Dinh & Lord, 2012). 

For the process of functional leadership transitions to successfully occur, team members 

need to agree on who should lead, and under what conditions; team members should also 

be willing to claim and grant leadership when appropriate for the situation. 
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Figure 1. Leadership Transitions Process Framework 

 

 

 

Context-Specific Leader Categorization 

Leadership transitions research has found that leadership is most likely to be 

transferred to individuals who the team believes to be both competent (i.e., have the 

necessary leader competencies) and legitimate (i.e., have some justifiable claim to power; 

Aime et al., 2014; Cook et al., 2019; Nesse, 2017). A team’s ability to identify the focal 

member in situations where leadership transitions are not formally trained or prescribed 

will therefore depend on a social relational process, where team members understand 

each other’s competencies and legitimacies with respect to the changing task 
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environment (Cook et al., 2019; Day et al., 2004; Uhl-Bien, 2007). The relational process 

of a leadership transition begins with the simultaneous activation of context-specific 

leader prototypes and the social information processing of team member leader 

competencies, allowing teams to categorize certain individuals as potential leaders (Lord 

et al., 1984).  

There are two steps required for leader categorization to occur (Lord et al., 1987). 

First, leader prototypes are activated, meaning team members choose a relevant set of 

leadership capacities, such as traits, behaviors, and resources, that they expect to be 

prototypical to a potential leader (Foti & Lord, 1987; Lord et al., 1984). Then, social 

information processing occurs, allowing team members to perceive and encode 

information about each other's leadership capacities (Cook et al., 2019; Salancik & 

Pfeffer, 1978). Such social information can then be used to match the leadership 

capacities of individuals to activated leader prototypes (Lord et al., 1984). The activation 

of leader prototypes and the social information processing of team member leadership 

capacities can occur simultaneously as team members learn more about one another, 

eventually allowing for the convergence necessary for leader categorization to occur 

(Wyer, 2012). 

Task- and context-specific leader prototypes allow for increased flexibility in 

perceptions of potential leaders and leadership emergence (Dinh & Lord, 2012). Dinh and 

Lord (2012) argue, “leadership behaviors that may be critical to success for one type of 

event may be unrelated or even negatively related to success on other events” (p. 660). 

Context-specific leader prototypes enable team members to change their perceptions of 
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potential leaders as the members gain information about both the environment and the 

potential leaders (Cook et al., 2019). Leader prototypes for leadership transitions need to 

include the expertise the team should look for in a leader in each situation and the shared 

understanding that leadership should be transferred during the performance episode 

(Cook et al., 2019).  

While context-specific leader prototypes can help teams to identify the necessary 

traits and capacity of a leader, both at the beginning of a performance episode and as 

situational demands change, leadership emergence and leadership transitions cannot 

occur until the team categorizes a specific team member as a leader and that person 

begins to influence the team (Lichtenstein et al., 2006; Marchiondo et al., 2015). Hence, 

to fully explain functional leadership transitions through a leader categorization 

perspective, the dynamic social processes of leadership claiming and granting should also 

be considered (DeRue & Ashford, 2010). 

Leadership Claiming and Granting 

Theories pertaining to leadership claiming and granting explain how leadership 

relationships are formed between team members, and how such relationships can emerge 

between individuals that do not hold formal leadership positions (DeRue & Ashford, 

2010; Marchiondo et al., 2015). While typical theories of leadership emergence focus on 

traits and behaviors through leader categorization (e.g., Foti & Hauenstein, 2007; Lord, 

1977; Taggar et al., 1999), leadership claiming and granting theories focus more heavily 

on the dynamics of leadership as a relationship (DeRue & Ashford, 2010; Marchiondo et 

al., 2015; Nandagopal, 2016). 
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DeRue and Ashford (2010) explain that leadership emergence is an outcome of 

the dyadic claiming and granting of leadership, where leadership claiming is a team 

member’s attempt to lead, and leadership granting is a team member’s attempt to follow 

(Carter, 2016; Marchiondo et al., 2015). Leadership claiming and granting are required 

for leader categorization to result in leadership emergence. Nandogopal (2016) offers 

three elements that drive the emergence of leadership relationships: individual 

internalization, relational recognition, and collective endorsement. Through individual 

internalization, team members match their traits, behaviors, and resources to an activated 

leader prototype, and decide whether they fit that prototype. While leader categorization 

may explain the potential granting of leadership, individual internalization is likely 

required for the claiming of leadership. Relational recognition occurs when a dyad 

reciprocates a leader/follower tie to activate a leadership relationship, which is important 

for connected leadership relationships (Holland, 2015). Finally, collective endorsement 

occurs when an entire group agrees on who the leader is (Nandagopal, 2016).  

The activation of heterarchical leader prototypes and social information 

processing of team members’ leadership competencies are individual-level processes that 

require agreement at the team level for collective leader categorization and leadership 

claiming and granting to occur (Holland, 2015; Nandagopal, 2016). The current 

dissertation expands on current theories of leadership transitions by identifying the team 

mental models that may be necessary for teams to accurately engage in functional 

leadership transitions, especially when leadership transitions are not formally prescribed 

for the context, by (a) having a shared mental model that heterarchical leader prototypes 
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can be beneficial and (b) being able to engage in social information processing and leader 

categorization by having a transactive memory system of each other's leadership 

capacities.  

Team Mental Models 

Team-level leadership emergence and functional leadership transitions are more 

likely to occur when there is a collective endorsement of a new leader (Nandogopal, 

2016). Therefore, it is important for teams to have shared cognitive prototypes of what 

leadership capacities are necessary in different situations (Dickson et al., 2006; Dinh & 

Lord, 2012), and which team members possess those capacities (Mohammed et al., 

2010), so they can determine who the focal and non-focal members of the team are (Aime 

et al., 2014).  

Heterarchical Leader Prototypes 

Individuals typically have their own conceptualizations of the traits, behaviors, 

and expertise they believe a leader should have (Lord et al., 1984). For example, people 

may be more likely to be perceived as matching leader prototypes when they are 

extroverted, intelligent, and motivated to lead (Zaccaro et al., 2018). There are an 

abundance of other combinations of traits that could be included in leader prototypes. 

Dinh and Lord (2012) argue that teams can maintain multiple leader prototypes 

simultaneously.  Each of the leader prototypes should be context-specific and include 

both the foundational attributes and capacities of leaders (e.g., intelligent, dominant, 

decisive; Lord et al., 2001; Zaccaro et al., 2018) and the resources and expertise that 

make someone the focal member for a particular context (Aime et al., 2014). Context-
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specific resources and expertise would include possessing task-relevant information 

and/or having experience leading in a specific type of situation (Lord et al., 1984; Rosch 

& Lloyd, 1978; Rush & Russell, 1998). 

The ongoing leader categorization process described in the process model of 

functional leadership transitions relies on a team shared mental model of contextualized 

leader prototypes relevant to their team’s dynamic situation. Previous research has 

suggested that leadership typically has an inertial effect, such that teams tend to continue 

to rely on the same leader throughout an entire performance episode (Kenny & Zaccaro, 

1983). To engage in functional leadership transitions, teams must also share a 

heterarchical mental model, such that they understand the importance of transferring 

influential control when situational demands shift (Cook et al., 2019). A heterarchical 

leader prototype (HLP) is a shared mental model of the multiple leader prototypes 

relevant to a team and the need to engage in functional leadership transitions when new 

leader prototypes are activated. HLPs include both the knowledge of when contextual 

demands shift, and what leader competencies match the set of contextual demands the 

teams may face. 

When teams have a shared HLP, they understand that there are different 

leadership requirements at different times, and can identify that the situation has shifted, 

enabling leadership transitions to be collectively triggered. For functional leadership 

transitions to occur (i.e., to the right person at the right time), teams also need a collective 

understanding of which members fit each leader prototype (Dickson et al., 2006; Van 

Knippenberg, 2011). 
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Transactive Memory of Leadership Capacities 

Aime et al. (2014) argued, “teams will behave rationally by transitioning power to 

the member with the most situationally relevant resources…[and] one factor that may aid 

in this process is for the team to develop an accurate and comprehensive transactive 

memory system” (p. 345). Transactive memory systems exist when team members share 

an understanding of the distribution of knowledge and expertise (Wegner et al., 

1985). Thus, transactive memory systems of leadership capacities can be used to match 

team members to HLPs through the process of leader categorization. Specifically, a 

transactive memory system of leadership capacities (TMS) includes the collective 

understanding of the distribution of common leader traits, as well as knowledge, 

resources, and skills, across team members (Cannon-Bowers et al., 1990). Leader 

categorization and leader identity formation depend on a team’s ability to identify the 

most prototypical individual for a leader prototype. Therefore, teams with a strong TMS 

of leadership capacities should have the collective ability to evaluate whether a given 

team member matches a specific leader prototype (Foti & Lord; 1987; Lord et al., 1984). 

TMSs of leadership capacities are formed when team members demonstrate 

behaviors and expertise that closely fit the current task commands or leader prototypes 

(Lord et al., 1984; McIntyre & Foti, 2013; Neubert & Taggar, 2004). TMSs include both 

of context-specific and general leadership competencies. Teams with TMSs of the 

distribution of leadership capacity will be able to collectively identify which team 

member has the specific attributes that best fit the currently activated leader prototype 

(Acton et al., 2019; Aime et al., 2014; Cook et al., 2019; Dinh & Lord, 2012). 
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Interaction Between Mental Models 

Leadership team mental models can help shape leader categorization through the 

development and activation of context-specific HLPs (Lord et al., 1984) and matching 

individuals to such leader prototypes by utilizing their TMS of leadership capacities. 

Each mental model on its own may be necessary, but not sufficient, for functional 

leadership transitions to occur. Teams that can accurately: (a) identify cues of contextual 

changes, (b) establish and reassign leader prototypes based on contextual demands, and 

(c) collectively nominate the individual who best matches a given leader prototype, are 

likely to more successfully execute functional leadership transitions.  

Hypothesis 1. Team mental models of heterarchical leader prototypes and transactive 

memory of leadership capacities interact to influence functional leadership transitions. 

Specifically, teams with strong team mental models of both HLP and TMS are more 

likely to engage in functional leadership transitions than teams that possess only one, or 

neither, of the team mental models. 

 

Team Composition 

Team mental models of HLP and TMS primarily explain a team’s understanding 

of to whom to leadership should be granted. A full understanding of the antecedents to 

functional leadership transitions also needs to include the team member traits that will 

affect their willingness to engage in functional leadership transitions. Any time a team 

identifies a member who matches a leader prototype, the focal member must be willing to 

claim leadership, and the non-focal members must be willing to grant leadership. 

Otherwise, the leadership relationship will be unconnected (i.e., a leadership claim is not 

granted, or a leadership grant is not claimed; DeRue & Ashford, 2010; Holland, 2015) 

and a functional leadership transition will fail to occur. Therefore, due to their 
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correlations with leadership emergence, team member traits of motivation to lead and 

psychological collectivism are considered as potential antecedents to functional 

leadership transitions. 

Motivation to Lead 

Motivation to lead (MTL) has been defined as an individual’s overall desire to 

claim leadership (Chan & Drasgow, 2001; Sullivan et al., 2015). MTL stems from 

agentic and/or communal values (Bandura et al., 2019). Agentic MTL exists when an 

individual is innately interested in being a leader and tends to assume a leader affective-

identity (Chan & Drasgow, 2001; Holland, 2015). Affective-identity motivation to lead 

has been correlated with extraversion (Chan & Drasgow, 2001).  

Affective-identity, social-normative, and non-calculative motivation to lead have 

all been positively related to both leader emergence and leadership effectiveness 

(Bandura et al., 2019). Additionally, those who are motivated to lead tend to have high 

centrality in informal leadership networks (Neubert & Taggar, 2004). Such centrality is 

likely the result of the fact that people with high motivation to lead tend to engage in 

prototypical functional leadership behaviors and are consequently seen by others as 

leaders. Thus, each team member’s motivation to lead will likely influence whether they 

claim leadership when they are the focal team member. 

Psychological Collectivism 

While motivation is informative as to whether team members will take on 

leadership responsibilities, psychological collectivism (PC) is likely also needed for team 

members to be willing to grant leadership when it is appropriate for the team, even if they 
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are highly motivated to lead (Chen, 2014). People with high PC prefer to work in groups 

rather than to work alone, and they are willing to engage in whatever behaviors are best 

for the team (Jackson et al., 2006; Mohammad & Angell, 2003). PC has been found to 

predict shared leadership (Chen, 2014; Hiller et al., 2006), as such leadership requires 

team members to both claim and grant leadership responsibilities.  

In the case of functional leadership transitions, PC is important for team members 

to be willing to claim leadership when they have the necessary resources and expertise to 

lead the team, and to grant leadership when they do not have those resources. Teams with 

members with high PC are expected to prioritize relational recognition and collective 

endorsement during the emergence of leadership relationships, meaning they will be 

more deliberate and intentional when choosing a leader (Nandogopal, 2016). Thus, when 

focal and non-focal members are high in PC, teams will be more likely to utilize their 

HLP and TMS to engage in functional leadership transitions. 

I hypothesize that in addition to requiring team mental models for functional 

leadership transitions, each team member who will at one point be the focal member 

should have high enough motivation to lead to claim leadership. Additionally, all team 

members (focal and non-focal) will need to have high PC to be willing to claim and grant 

leadership when appropriate (Chen & Zaccaro, 2013; Mohammad & Angell, 2003). Both 

MTL and PC are expected to interact with the two team mental models to increase the 

likelihood that teams will successfully engage in functional leadership transitions.  

Hypothesis 2a. There is a three-way interaction between heterarchical leader prototypes, 

transactive memory systems of leadership capacities, and focal members’ motivation to 

lead, such that teams with strong mental models (i.e., HLP and TMS) and focal members 
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with high motivation to lead are the most likely to engage in functional leadership 

transitions. 

 

Hypothesis 2b. There is a three-way interaction between heterarchical leader prototypes, 

transactive memory of leadership capacities, and both focal and non-focal members’ 

psychological collectivism, such that teams with strong mental models (i.e., HLP and 

TMS) and members with high average psychological collectivism are the most likely to 

engage in functional leadership transitions. 

 

Team Performance 

Leadership Transitions and Performance 

Three studies to date have examined the relationship between leadership 

transitions and team performance. First, Aime et al. (2014) found that leadership 

transitions that transferred power to the individual with the best set of resources for the 

team’s current needs have been linked to team creativity (Aime et al., 2014). Nesse 

(2017) conducted three case studies examining processual power dynamics that change 

over time in teams. Nesse found a positive relationship between situationally driven 

power transitions and performance in crisis environments, such as during terrorist attacks. 

Finally, Luciano et al. (2021) found a positive relationship between leadership transitions 

and system effectiveness. However, Luciano et al. also showed that the relationship 

between leadership transitions and performance was dependent on the stability of the 

environment, implying that the same leadership functions that promote performance in 

one situation can be detrimental to performance in other situations.  

Researchers have also suggested that leadership transitions and fluid leadership 

structures can allow for increased team adaptability (Cook et al., 2019; DeRue, 2011; 

Mathieu & Luciano, 2018; Nesse, 2017). Additionally, research on similar constructs, 

including rotated leadership, leadership heterarchy, dynamic delegation, leadership 
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redundancy, and deference to expertise, has also shown positive relationships with team 

performance (Aime et al., 2014; Erez et al., 2002; Johannessen et al., 2015; Klein et al., 

2006; Weick & Sutcliffe, 2007). Thus, there should be a positive relationship between 

functional leadership transitions and team performance. 

Given the known positive relationship between team mental models and team 

performance (Mohammed et al., 2010), I hypothesize that functional leadership 

transitions will partially mediate the HLP/TMS interaction and team performance, and 

that team mental models will exert an additional, independent effect on team performance 

even after controlling for functional leadership transitions. Figure 2 depicts a causal 

model summarizing Hypotheses 1-3.  

Hypothesis 3. Functional leadership transitions partially mediate the interactive effect 

between heterarchical leader prototypes and transactive memory of leadership capacities 

on team performance. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Hypothesized Model 
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Method 

 

Participants 

Barcikowski (1981) suggests that the number of groups needed to reach 

significance of .05 with a large effect size is 12 groups when those groups have fewer 

than 10 members in a two-treatment level design. Teams research using training 

manipulations have also followed the norm of collecting data from 12-15 teams per 

condition (e.g., Marks et al., 2002; Rittman, 1998). A 2 (contextualized heterarchical 

leader prototype training: experimental vs. control) x 2 (cross-training: experimental vs. 

control) factorial design was used for the current study. Therefore, 48-60 teams were 

required for adequate power. A total of 180 participants were randomly assigned to 60 3-

person teams; the teams were randomly assigned to one of the four training conditions. 

While 60 teams completed the study, six teams acted too slowly to finish at least 60% of 

the experiment in the allotted time, meaning their leadership transitions could not be 

analyzed. Therefore, 54 teams are included in the final sample. 

46 participants were recruited from two large universities (one mid-Atlantic 

university (N = 39) and one Southern Atlantic university (N = 7) and received 

Psychology course credit for participating in the study. 134 additional participants were 

recruited from social medial platforms (i.e., Facebook, Reddit) and were compensated 

with $15 Amazon Gift cards. The advertisement invited prospective participants to play a 
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computer game, which has been used around the world to help grow teamwork, 

leadership, and innovation skills, during a 3-hour teamwork study on Zoom. The ages of 

participants ranged from 18 to 61 (Mean = 24, SD = 6.29). 52.8% of the participants were 

male, 36.7% were female, and 10.6% did not specify their gender. 52.8% of the 

participants were Black or African American, 17.8% were White, 5.6% were Hispanic or 

Latino, 6.1% were Asian, and 3.9% were American Indian or Alaska Natives. 8.3% 

reported being mixed race, and 5% did not specify their race.  

Design 

Team Task 

The study utilized a computer simulated decision-making task, xCHANGE 

(xLEAD & Prendo, 2019), which has been used to train MBA students and leadership 

executives on teamwork, leadership, and innovation skills. xCHANGE is a computer-

based game that simulates 100 days during which teams can use different tactics to 

influence their organization to adopt an innovation. The game objective is to convince 21 

organizational stakeholders to adopt an innovative technology. Throughout the game, the 

participants see how the 21 stakeholders each raise their adoption (from 0% to 100%) 

over time (Figure 3). The current study included three participants on each team, each of 

whom were given unique roles: Market Expert, Persona Expert, and Network Expert. 

Each Expert received a packet with information about stakeholders and innovation that 

was most important during one of the three phases, meaning each Expert was the focal 

member during one of the phases. The Market Expert should have emerged as the leader 

at the beginning of the game (T1), followed by a leadership transition to the Persona 
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Expert during the second phase (T2), and a final leadership transition to the Network 

Expert during the final phase (T3).  

 

 

 

Figure 3. xCHANGE Simulation Home Screen 

 

 

 

Procedure 

At the beginning of the study, the researchers privately confirmed the identity of 

each participant and sent the participant a link to an informed consent form and an 

individual difference survey, which was used to measure MTL and PC. Next, participants 

were given 8-10 minutes to review a packet of general information about the game, 

followed by an additional 8-10 minutes to review a packet of information specific to their 
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role in the game. Then, participants watched either the control or experimental versions 

of two training videos, followed by the contextualized leadership training and cross-

training manipulation check surveys. Before they answered the manipulation check items, 

participants were told that they were going to answer questions about the training videos 

they just watched. Finally, all participants watched a five-minute video explaining how to 

play the computer game. 

The researchers stopped participants twice during the game and asked them to 

take surveys reflecting on the phase of the game that they had just completed. The 

surveys occurred after each of the first two phases (T1 = Day 25 of the simulated game; 

T2 = Day 60), and completed a final survey at the end of the study session (T3 = Day 

100, or the last day they completed in the time provided). While the game does not 

contain discrete phases that start and stop on particular days of the simulation, the three 

time points for the surveys align with the typical transition points between the three 

phases of innovation built into the simulation. Specifically, the T1 survey was the end of 

exploration when the Market Expert was the appropriate leader, the T2 survey was the 

end of exploitation when the Persona Expert was the appropriate leader, and the T3 

survey was the end of exportation when the Network Expert was the appropriate leader). 

Each research session lasted approximately three hours. 

Training Manipulations 

Contextualized heterarchical leadership training. Contextualized heterarchical leadership 

training was used to experimentally manipulate team HLPs. At the beginning of the 

training, teams were introduced to the concept of leadership transitions. The training 
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explained the three phases of the game: exploration, exploitation, and exportation. When 

explaining each of the stages, the training video explained the relevant knowledge a 

leader should have at each stage. The experimental training did not explain the specific 

tactics that should be used at each of the phases. The end of the training video 

encouraged participants to transition leadership from one person to another throughout 

the game, whenever new expertise was needed to match the current phase in the cycle of 

innovation. The effectiveness of the contextualized leadership training manipulation was 

assessed via a 9-item questionnaire (see Appendix B: Questionnaires) regarding changes 

in requirements for leader prototypes over time. For example, participants were asked, 

“What characteristics should a leader for innovation have?” and “Which stage of 

innovation requires a leader with knowledge of each stakeholder’s willingness to adopt 

innovation?” There were significant between-condition differences in accuracy (i.e., 

scores on the questionnaire; Mcontrol = 3.86, Mexperimental = 5.70, t[43.72] = -7.36, p < .001). 

Participants in the experimental condition were also given specific instructions to 

engage in leadership transitions at the beginning of each of the three phases (i.e., at the 

beginning of the game and immediately following each in-game survey). The researcher 

read the following instructions to the teams:  

Before beginning the next phase of the game, think carefully about 

whether you are in the exploration, exploitation, or exportation phase. 

Think about what types of role expertise and key tactics are required 

during this phase, and who on your team may be best suited to lead. You 

should choose one person to lead the team during this phase. 

 

The control training condition discussed typical attributes of team leaders such as 

cognitive abilities and personality traits, but it did not provide any information about 
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leadership transitions. Participants were asked three True/False questions at the end of the 

game regarding the statement made by researchers asking team members to choose a 

leader after each survey in the experimental condition of the contextual training. Teams 

in the experimental condition should have answered the three questions as “True” 

(achieving a “score” of 0/3) and the control condition should have answered the questions 

as “False” (achieving a “score” of 3/3). There were significant differences between 

conditions (Mcontrol = 1.31, Mexperimental = 1.12, t[38.68] = 3.60, p < .001). These between-

condition differences throughout the study, as shown by the average team accuracy on the 

HLP measures (p < .001 at T1, T2, and T3), demonstrating that the training worked as 

intended. 

Cross-training. The cross-training manipulation was used to create between-team 

differences in the strength of their TMSs. The cross-training provided teams with 

information about the distribution of roles, and the expertise associated with each role. 

This type of cross-training for positional clarification has been used to provide teams 

with knowledge of how information is distributed (Marks et al., 2002; Rittman, 1998). 

The specific cross-training intervention included information about the unique 

knowledge, key tactics, and sub-goals of each role on the team. Teams in the control 

condition watched a training video about the purpose of simulations and the benefits, 

challenges, and risks associated with innovation.  

The effectiveness of the cross-training manipulation was conducted via a 9-item 

questionnaire (see Appendix B: Questionnaires) regarding the resource distribution and 

goals of the three roles on the team (Blickensderfer, Cannon-Bowers, & Salas, 1998; 
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Marks et al., 2002; Rittman, 1998). Questions asked participants to match pieces of 

information to different roles. Samples items included “The Market Expert’s packet 

includes information about…” and “Which role is responsible for the experiment and 

advice tactics?” There were significant differences between conditions on accuracy 

scores on this manipulation check (Mcontrol = 4.59, Mexperimental = 5.71, t[56.96] = -7.36, p 

< .001). However, the between-condition differences in team average TMS accuracy for 

teams with and without cross-training did not lead to persistent differences in TMSs 

between teams (p = .15 at T1, p = 0.43 at T2, p = .23 at T3), implying that the effect of 

the cross-training manipulation declined over time. 

Measures 

Team Composition 

Team composition variables and demographics were collected at the beginning of 

the study, before teams received their introductory packets.  

Demographics. Demographics included gender, age, race, education status, and 

employment status.  

Motivation to lead (MTL). Motivation to lead was assessed using Chan and 

Drasgow’s (2001) scale (Chen, 2014). Sample questions included “Most of the time, I 

prefer being a leader rather than a follower when working with a group,” and “I feel that I 

have the duty to lead others if I am asked” (α = 0.91). Motivation to lead was aggregated 

to the team level for hypothesis testing (Barrick et al., 1998; Stewart et al., 2005), 

because each of the three team members was focal at one of the time points, and therefore 

needed to claim leadership during the experiment. 
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Psychological collectivism (PC). PC was measured using Jackson et al.’s (2006) 

scale. Sample items included “I prefer to work in a group rather than working alone,” and 

“I care more about the goal of the group than my own goals” (α = 0.90). PC was 

aggregated to the team level for hypothesis testing (Barrick et al., 1998; Stewart et al., 

2005), because all three team members were non-focal at two of the three time points, 

and therefore needed to grant leadership during the experiment. 

Leadership Mental Models 

 Heterarchical leader prototypes (HLP). HLPs were measured at each time point 

using a 7-item questionnaire asking participants about the stage of innovation they just 

completed and its relevant leadership requirements (Levesque et al., 2001). The questions 

assessed whether the team understood the team’s situational requirements, and thus the 

activated leader prototype, at each point in time. Sample items included “What role 

knowledge was most important for the phase your team just completed?” and “What 

strategy was most important for the phase your team just completed?” (see Appendix B: 

Questionnaires). Team mental model accuracy was calculated as the average number of 

correct answers at each time point for each team (Blickensderfer et al., 1998; Levesque et 

al., 2001; Rittman, 1998). HLP similarity was evaluated using within-team agreement 

(rwg; Cooke et al., 2000). Team rwg ranged from 0.29 to 0.37, ICC(1) ranged from 0.19 to 

0.26, and ICC(2) ranged from 0.41-0.51. These indices indicate low within-team 

similarity for the HLP mental model. The average team accuracies and standard 

deviations of HLPs did not substantially change over time (Table 5). 
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 Transactive memory systems (TMS). TMS of leadership capacities were 

measured by asking the same nine cross-training manipulation check questions at each 

time point, which aligned with the end of each phase of the game. TMS accuracy was 

calculated as the average number of correct answers by each team member 

(Blickensderfer et al., 1998; Levesque et al., 2001; Rittman, 1998). TMS similarity was 

evaluated using within-team agreement (rwg; Cooke et al., 2000). For TMS, rwg ranged 

from 0.11 to 0.16, ICC(1) ranged from 0.09 to 0.11, and ICC(2) ranged from 0.23-0.26. 

These indices indicate low within-team similarity for TMS. Average team accuracy and 

standard deviation of TMS did not change substantially over time (Table 5). 

Leadership Transitions 

 All leadership measures were collected at each of the three time points, meaning 

each time point provided static information about who was leading during each of the 

three phases. Using these measures, functional leadership transitions were calculated as 

the degree to which the focal member was leading the team over time. Specifically, 

functional leadership transitions were operationalized as the average of the Market 

Expert’s leadership at T1, the Persona Expert’s leadership at T2, and the Network 

Expert’s leadership at T3. Because a different individual was the focal member at each 

time point, teams could only achieve a high score on the averaged leadership metric if 

they engaged in functional leadership transitions (i.e., the right person was leading the 

team at the right time). 

Leadership was measured based on each team member’s engagement in 

functional leadership behaviors specific to the context of the game the participants 
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played. Each team member’s engagement in five leadership behaviors was evaluated to 

measure leadership claiming and granting in three different ways: via sociometric 

leadership ratings by participants, leadership rankings by participants, and subject matter 

expert coding of verbal communication transcripts. The leadership behaviors included: 

(1) leading the team; (2) making decisions for the team; (3) coordinating team actions 

(e.g., choosing tactics, choosing stakeholders to target); (4) influencing the team’s 

strategy (e.g., increasing the innovation parameters, targeting innovative stakeholders, 

targeting resistant stakeholders), and (5) utilizing their unique expertise to make 

suggestions to the team.  

 Sociometric leadership ratings. Participants answered questions related to the 

five leadership behaviors listed above. Questions began with, “To what extent are you 

currently relying on this person to…” with one question per leadership behavior. 

Participants answered each question on a 1-5 scale (“not at all” to “very much”), and the 

average rating across the five leadership behaviors was calculated. Within-person 

reliability for sociometric leadership ratings were quite high (α >= 0.93 for individual 

participants). However, the average of leadership ratings of all team members was also 

high (α = .89), implying that participants tended to rate all team members to be leading 

approximately equally. The team-level reliabilities were low (rwg = 0.63, ICC(1) = 0.14, 

and ICC(2) = 0.30). 

Leadership rankings. Leadership perceptions were also assessed using a ranking 

methodology, where participants were asked to rank each person on the leadership 

behaviors (Kenny & Zaccaro, 1983). These were the same statements as the sociometric 
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leadership claiming and granting, but participants were asked to rank each team member 

from 1 (most leadership behaviors) to 3 (fewest leadership behaviors). Within-team 

agreement was high (rwg  = 0.97, ICC(1) = 0.29, ICC(2) = 0.54). Both rwg and ICC(2) are 

good, and ICC(1) is acceptable (Bliese, 2000; Carson et al., 2007). Thus, team members 

agreed on who was exhibiting the greatest amount of leadership during each phase. 

 Verbal leadership claiming and granting. Verbal communication transcripts were 

coded to capture instances of leadership claiming and granting. Each time a team member 

made a statement aligning with one of the five leadership behaviors, the statement was 

coded as leadership claiming. Each time a participant agreed to, confirmed, or accepted a 

functional leadership claim, the statement was coded as leadership granting. See 

Appendix A: Additional Analyses, Table 4 for the coding protocol and example 

statements. Each team member was evaluated by the percent of leadership claims and the 

percent of leadership grants they made at each time point (Days 0-25 for T1; Days 26-60 

for T2; Days 61-100 for T3).  

14 of the 54 teams (26%) did not have enough verbal communication for the 

researchers to meaningfully code leadership claiming and granting statements. Thus, only 

40 teams were included in the verbal leadership claiming and granting measures. For 

each experiment, two researchers coded the transcripts for leadership claiming and 

granting statements. Following coding, one of the two researchers reviewed the 

disagreements and made final decisions. The other coder was involved in helping reach 

consensus when the code was unclear to the individual who determined the first pass of 
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review. For each time point, the percentage of total claims and the percentage of total 

grants by each team member was calculated. 

 Leadership tactics. During the simulation, teams took actions by choosing from 

21 “tactics” (e.g., Workshop, Advice). When used strategically, these tactics helped the 

teams gain more adopters in the game and achieve higher performance. Each of the three 

role packets had a set of “key tactics” that were aligned with the unique expertise that 

would make the member fit to lead at their focal time point. For example, one of the 

Network Expert’s key tactics was Indirect Lobbying. The use of those key tactics at each 

time point is also used as an indicator of leadership. For example, if 35% of the tactics 

used for T3 were included in the Network Expert’s key tactics, that was an indicator of 

that the Network Expert was leading the team. 

Team Performance.  

The goal of the team task in xCHANGE is to maximize the number of 

stakeholders in the simulation who agree to adopt the innovation proposed by the team. 

Thus, team performance is the number of stakeholders who reach 100% adoption, with a 

maximum of 21 adopters.  
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Results 

 

 

Data Cleaning and Analysis Preparation 

 All variables were aggregated to the team level and averaged across time for 

hypothesis testing. The task for the experiment was designed such that each team member 

would be the ideal leader at one time point, and each should be a follower at the other 

two time points. Therefore, hypothesis testing could rely on an aggregated approach 

examining how the average accuracy of mental models across time and the team 

composition of the individual difference variables may predict engagement in functional 

leadership transitions throughout the experiment.  

Team Mental Models 

 The within-team consistency indices for both mental models (reported in the 

Measures section) are quite low and are not typically considered to be acceptable for 

aggregation (Bliese, 2000; Carson et al., 2007). However, Coultas et al. (2014) argue that 

“it may be time for researchers to incorporate configural indices rather than simply 

disregarding low agreement teams” (p. 681). It would be reasonable to assume that, as 

emergent states, team mental models should be examined from a compositional 

perspective, meaning that all team members are expected to be similar, and agreement is 

a pre-requisite to aggregation (Bliese, 2000; Kozlowski & Klein, 2000). However, a 

compilational perspective that assumes there are meaningful differences between 
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individual- and team-level operationalizations of the same construct have been used to 

justify the aggregation of team mental models that are dissimilar (Bliese, 2000; Coultas et 

al., 2014). A compilational perspective has been used to examine team mental models 

because the patterns of dispersion of team mental models are meaningful (Chan, 1998; 

Coultas et al., 2014). This logic explains why researchers have long separated measures 

of team mental model accuracy and team mental model similarity to identify their 

independent effects on team processes and outcomes (DeChurch & Mesmer-Magnus, 

2010; Marks et al., 2000).  

Several researchers have offered different dispersion measures and perspectives 

that could be used to analyze compilational data, including sharedness, minimum and 

maximum scores, and sub-group variability (DeChurch & Mesmer-Magnus, 2010; 

DeRue et al., 2010). DeRue et al. (2010) introduced minority belief configurations to look 

at dispersion in teams. They argue that one individual on a team with a minority belief 

(e.g., the minority individual rates high team efficacy while the rest of the team rates low 

team efficacy) can influence the rest of the team, particularly when the minority 

individual has power or influence over the rest of the team. If one member of a team in 

the current study had an HLP but the other two did not, the team member with an HLP 

could have influenced the team to engage in leadership transitions, even if the other two 

team members never developed the same mental model.  

Given these arguments for aggregating compilational variables even when there is 

a lack of agreement, average team accuracy of HLP and TMS could be used for 

hypothesis testing. To account for dispersion of mental models, the standard deviations of 
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both HLP and TMS were included in the correlation matrices (Table 1, Table 5). 

Correlations between team mental models and other study variables show that, despite 

the low team agreement for the HLP and TMS, their within-team variance averaged over 

time does not explain any differences in correlations with other study variables beyond 

what the HLP and TMS correlations show.  

Team Composition  

 Given that all team members had to claim and grant leadership at some point in 

the experiment for functional leadership transitions to occur, all team members would 

need to be high in both MTL and PC for Hypotheses 2a and 2b to be supported. Thus, all 

team composition variables were aggregated to the team level by averaging the MTL and 

PC scores across the team members, regardless of the amount of within-team agreement 

(Barrick et al., 1998). 

Leadership Transitions 

The correlation matrix (Table 1) shows that focal team member leadership 

rankings have more correlations with other study variables than the other measures of 

leadership. The average leadership ranking of the focal member at each time was used as 

the leadership transitions variable for hypothesis testing for several reason. First, of the 

self-report ratings, the ranking items showed much higher reliability than the sociometric 

ratings, and there is a range restriction on the sociometric ratings because teams tended to 

rate all of their team members as engaging in approximately the same level of leadership. 

Additionally, the verbal leadership claiming and granting could only be calculated for 

74% of the sample. And, while the use of key tactics is indicative that the person in the 
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role with those key tactics may have been leading the team, anyone on the team could 

suggest any tactic at any time, so the use of a role’s key tactics may not have always been 

a leadership action. The correlation matrices also show that leadership rankings are more 

highly correlated with the other study variables than any of the other operationalizations 

of leadership transitions. 

To summarize, the average focal member leadership ranking is used as the 

leadership transitions measure for hypothesis testing (i.e., the average of the ranking of 

the Market Expert’s ranking at T1, the Persona Expert’s ranking at T2, and the Network 

Expert’s ranking at T3). A higher focal leader ranking score represents a greater number 

of accurate leadership transitions throughout the experiment. Figures 7-10 provide a 

detailed visualization of how leadership transitions occurred over time in teams, 

depending on their experimental condition (Figure 7), level of team mental models 

(Figure 8; Figure 9; Figure 10), and level of PC (Figure 11). 

Correlations 

Means, standard deviations, and correlations of all study variables used for 

hypothesis testing (i.e., variables aggregated across the three time points) are presented in 

Table 1. Correlations, means, and standard deviations of the study variables separated at 

each time point are presented in Appendix A: Additional Analyses (Table 5). The team-

level variables were then centered for hypothesis testing.  
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Table 1  

Means, Standard Deviations, and Correlations of Study Variables Averaged Over Time 

Variable Mean SD 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

1. HLP 3.03 0.99          

2. HLP SD 1.37 0.40 -0.03         

3. TMS 5.28 1.47  0.51**  0.13        

4. TMS SD 2.04 0.60 -0.34**  0.12 -0.20       

5. MTL 4.61 0.38  0.34** -0.03  0.37** -0.23      

6. PC 3.96 0.43 -0.16 -0.13 -0.07  0.02  0.26*     

7. Focal Lead Rank 0.52 0.10  0.14 -0.08  0.28* -0.21  0.12 0.09    

8. Focal Claims Pct. 0.25 0.18  0.26  0.16  0.22 -0.2  0.05 0.10 0.36*   

9. Focal Tactics 5.04 1.56 -0.06  0.10  0.06  0.11 -0.19 0.04 0.13 0.11  

10. Performance 5.9 4.16  0.09 -0.01  0.17 -0.20 -0.02 0.01 0.16 0.31* 0.23 

 

Note. N = 54 for all correlations except for correlations with Focal Claims Percentage (N = 40). HLP = Heterarchical Leader 

Prototypes. SD = Standard Deviation. TMS = Transactive Memory Systems of Leadership Capacities. MTL = Motivation to 

Lead. PC = Psychological Collectivism. Focal = Focal team member at each point in time (Market Expert at T1, Persona 

Expert at T2, Network Expert at T3; Non-Focal = The average of the two non-focal team members at each time point. **p < 

.01, *p < .05. 
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Hypothesis Testing 

Hypotheses 1-2b were tested using multiple steps in hierarchical multiple 

regression (Blickle et al., 2013; Bruijn, 2012; Cohen et al., 2003). The R Lavaan 

Software Package (2017) was used for analyses. Table 2 shows the beta weights, standard 

errors, r-squared, change in r-square, and p-value for the models tested that include MTL 

as a variable. Model 1 includes the main effects of HLP, TMS, and MTL; Model 2 

includes these main effects plus the three possible two-way interactions between the 

variables; Model 3 adds the three-way interaction between the variables. Table 3 is 

shown in the same format as Table 2, but MTL is replaced with PC. Model 4 includes the 

main effects of HLP, TMS, and PC; Model 5 includes the two-way interactions; Model 6 

includes the three-way interaction.  

Hypothesis 1: Interactions Between Mental Models 

Model 1 and Model 4, which test the main effects of the variables, are not 

statistically significant. The two-way interaction between HLP and TMS in Model 2 is 

statistically significant (B = 0.31, p < .05), and the two-way interaction between HLP and 

TMS is Model 3 is also statistically significant (B = 0.31, p < .05). As expected, teams 

with high HLP and high TMS were the mostly likely to engage in functional leadership 

transitions. Thus, Hypothesis 1 is supported (see Figure 4 for a visualization of the two-

way interaction). 
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Figure 4. Two-Way Interaction Between HLP and TMS on Functional Leadership 

Transitions 

 

 

 

Hypothesis 2: Three-Way Interactions with Team Composition 

 Hypothesis 2a: Motivation to lead. Hypothesis 2a predicted a 3-way interaction 

between HLP, TMS, and MTL, such that MTL would strengthen the mental models’ 

interaction with functional leadership transitions. Model 3 shows that the three-way 

interaction is not significant (B = -0.30, p = .21), meaning that MTL did not strengthen or 

weaken the positive two-way interaction between HLP and TMS. Therefore, Hypothesis 

2a is not supported.  
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Table 2  

Hierarchical Multiple Regression: Hypotheses 1 and 2a 

Functional Leadership Transitions 

Parameter 
Model 1 (Main 

Effects) 
Model 2 (H2a) Model 3 (H2a) 

  

  β (SE)   β (SE)   β (SE)   

Intercept 0.02 (0.14) 0.10 (0.15) –0.14 (0.15) 

        

Team Mental Models       

Heterarchical Leader Prototypes 

(HLP) 0.02 (0.16) –0.16 (0.17) –0.12 (0.18) 

Transactive Memory Systems (TMS) 0.28† (0.16) 0.33 (0.17)† 0.45* (0.19) 

        

Team Composition       

Team Motivation to Lead (MTL) –0.34 (0.15) 0.22 (0.18) 0.20 (0.18) 

        

2-way Interactions       

HLP x TMS   0.31* (0.13) 0.06 (0.23) 

HLP x MTL   0.26 (0.17) 0.30 (0.17)† 

TMS x MTL   –0.30† (0.16) –0.18 (0.18) 

        

3-way Interaction       

HLP x TMS x MTL     –0.30 (0.24) 

        

Multiple R-Squared 0.08 0.21 0.24 

Adjusted R-Squared 0.02 0.11 0.12 

Δ R-Squared   0.09 0.01 

p-value 0.24 0.07† 0.07† 

Note. N = 54. Standard Errors are in parentheses. All variables are mean centered. 

†p<.10; *p<.05; **p<.01. 

 

 

 

 Hypothesis 2b: Psychological collectivism. Hypothesis 2b predicted a 3-way 

interaction between HLP, TMS, and PC, such that high team PC would strengthen the 

positive interaction between mental models and functional leadership transitions. Model 

6 shows a significant, but negative, three-way interaction (B = -0.38, p = .002; Figure 4). 
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Thus, Hypothesis 2b was not supported. Instead of strengthening the positive two-way 

interaction between HLP and TMS, PC weakened the effect of the positive interaction. 

Figure 4 shows that PC neutralized the effect of the HLP and TMS interaction, such that 

the mean differences across teams with varying levels of HLP and TMS were much 

smaller in teams with high PC than low PC. Teams with high HLP, high TMS, and high 

PC did not engage in functional leadership transitions as often as teams with high HLP, 

high TMS, and low PC.  

 Figure 11 (see Appendix A: Additional Analyses) demonstrates the three-way 

interaction in more detail, by the specific leadership transitions that occurred over time, 

and not just the average effect of functional leadership transitions over time. Specifically, 

Figure 11 shows that teams with high HLP, high TMS, and low PC are the most likely to 

engage in leadership transitions. However, teams with high HLP, high TMS, and high 

PC are the most likely to engage in functional leadership transitions. Teams with high 

PC engage in leadership transitions less often, but more accurately, than teams with low 

PC.  
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Table 3 

Hierarchical Multiple Regression: Hypotheses 1 and 2b 

Functional Leadership Transitions 

Parameter 
Model 4  

(Main Effects) 
Model 5 (H2b) Model 6 (H2b) 

  

  B (SE)   B (SE) B (SE)   

Intercept 0.01 (0.13) –0.13 (0.14) –0.12 (0.13) 

        

Team Mental Models       

Heterarchical Leader Prototypes (HLP) 0.01 (0.16) –0.12 (0.16) –0.22 (0.15) 

Transactive Memory Systems (TMS) 0.28† (0.16) 0.43* (0.16) 0.40** (0.15) 

        

Team Composition       

Team Psychological Collectivism (PC) 0.10 (0.14) 0.23 (0.15) 0.35* (0.14) 

        

2-way Interactions       

HLP x TMS   0.31* (0.14) –0.54 (0.17) 

HLP x PC   0.31† (0.18) 0.54** (0.17) 

TMS x PC   –0.36† (0.20) –0.27 (0.18) 

        

3-way Interaction       

HLP x TMS x PC     –0.38** (0.12) 

        

Multiple R-Squared 0.09 0.22 0.37 

Adjusted R-Squared 0.03 0.12 0.27 

Δ R-Squared   0.09 0.15 

p-value 0.20 0.06† <0.01* 

Note. N = 54. Standard Errors are in parentheses. All variables are mean centered. 

†p<.10; *p<.05; **p<.01. 
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Figure 5. Three-Way Interaction Between HLP, TMS, and PC on Functional Leadership 

Transitions 

 

 

Hypothesis 3: Leadership Transitions and Performance 

 Hypothesis 3 predicted that leadership transitions would partially mediate the 

interactive effect of HLP and TMS on team performance, such that TMS moderates the 

effect of HLP on leadership transitions, which in turn positively predicts performance. 

Team performance scores ranged from 0 adopters to 19 adopters (out of 21 possible 

adopters). The mediation package in R was used to test the moderated mediation 

proposed in Hypothesis 3 (Tingley et al., 2004; Sales, 2017). The bias-corrected 

bootstrapped estimate, based on 1,000 bootstrap samples, of the indirect effect of 

leadership transitions at low levels of TMS (i.e., one standard deviation below the mean) 

was 0.04 (95% CI [-0.28, 3.33]). At high levels of TMS (i.e., one standard deviation 
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above the mean), the indirect effect was 0.02 (95% CI [-0.04, 3.65]). These confidence 

intervals both overlap with zero; thus, there was not a significant indirect effect of 

leadership transitions at either high or low levels of TMS. In addition, the significance 

test for the difference between the level of indirect effect at high and low levels of TMS 

was non-significant (p = .36). Thus, Hypothesis 3 was not supported.  

Post-Hoc Analysis of Team Performance 

Hypothesis testing was conducted by combining all variables over time, showing 

the average effects of three instances of functional leadership transitions to the right 

person at the right time. Team performance is not significantly correlated with any of the 

primary study variables, so it is unsurprising that Hypothesis 3 was not supported. Given 

that the full correlation matrix (Appendix A: Additional Analyses, Table 5) shows 

significant relationships between team performance and several of the study variables at 

T3, including leadership variables derived from the communication transcripts, functional 

leadership transitions and their antecedents may have been more important for team 

performance at the very end of the study. Therefore, post-hoc exploratory path-analysis 

between T3 variables was conducted. Only 40 of the 60 teams had adequate chat data that 

could be coded to use in these models.  

Two models were tested to further investigate the lack of support for Hypothesis 

3. In the first model, the two-way interaction between HLP and TMS at T3 was used to 

predict three different operationalizations of leadership related to functional leadership 

transitions: (1) the ranking of the Network Expert during T3, (2) the number of the 

Network Expert’s tactics that were used during T3, and (3) the amount of chat from the 
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Market Expert at T3. Then, direct paths were added between the three leadership 

variables, HLP at T3, and TMS at T3, each leading to performance (χ2 = 7.51, p = .68, 

DF = 10, CFI = 1.00, RMSEA = 0.00, SRMR = .073; Figure 5). At T3, the path between 

the HLP/TMS interaction and Network Expert ranking is marginal (p = .10), and the path 

between the HLP/TMS interaction and Network Expert tactics is significant (p < .001). 

The direct paths to performance from all variables except for TMS at T3 are significant 

(p < .05). The results indicate that leadership behaviors by, and rankings of, the focal 

member (i.e., the Network Expert) at T3 predicted team performance, and that Network 

Expert ranking and tactics used partially mediated the positive relationship between the 

HLP by TMS two-way interaction and team performance. While focal member leadership 

averaged across time do not predict team performance, the two-way interaction between 

HLP and TMS at T3 predict the number of the focal member’s tactics used at T3, which 

then predicts team performance. The use of focal member tactics is not a direct measure 

of leadership, but the team’s use of these tactics could indicate that the individual was 

influencing the team to use the key tactics associated with their role. 
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Figure 6. Time 3 Path Model of Team Mental Models, Focal Member Leadership, and 

Team Performance 

Note. The standardized Beta weights for each path are shown. †p<.10; *p<.05; **p<.01. 

N = 40, χ2 = 7.51, p = .68, DF = 10, CFI = 1.00, RMSEA = 0.00, SRMR = .07. R-square: 

Network Expert Ranking = .05, NE Tactics Used = .12, ME Chat = .03, Performance = 

.53. 

 

 

The next model added the three-way interaction with MTL, but there were no 

significant paths between the three-way interaction and the leadership variables. Finally, 

a model with the three-way interaction between team mental models and team PC with 

paths to the same leadership variables followed by performance was tested (χ2 = 7.21, p 

= .71, DF = 10, CFI = 1.00, RMSEA = 0.00, SRMR = .07; Figure 6). There paths to team 

performance remained the same as in the original two-way interaction model. The three-

way interaction has a significant negative path to focal leadership ranking (B = -0.12, p < 
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.001) and focal tactics used (B = -0.13, p < .001). These results again show that 

leadership rankings and actions by the focal member at T3 are positively related to team 

performance, and that a non-focal member engaging in leadership behaviors is negatively 

related to performance. Additionally, both the two-way interaction between HLP and 

TMS and the three-way interaction between HLP, TMS, and PC show that teams with 

accurate mental models and high PC are less likely to have the Market Expert speak at 

T3, and that the Market Expert’s chat at T3 partially mediates the relationship between 

the two- and three-way interactions at T3 and team performance. This model shows that, 

in addition to HLP, TMS, and PC predicting the focal member’s likelihood of being the 

leader, these team attributes at the end of the game also made a non-focal member less 

likely to engage in leadership, which in turn promoted team performance. 

 

 

 
Figure 7. Time 3 Path Model of Team Mental Models, PC, Focal Member Leadership, 

and Team Performance 
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Note. a paths = two-way interaction between HLP and TMS; b paths = three-way 

interaction with PC. The standardized Beta weights for each path are shown. †p<.10; 

*p<.05; **p<.01. N = 40, χ2 = 6.93, p = .81, DF = 11, CFI = 1.00, RMSEA = 0.00, 

SRMR = .06. R-square: Network Expert Ranking = 0.08, NE Tactics Used = 0.12, ME 

Chat = 0.13, Performance = 0.52. 
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Discussion 

 

The current study contributes to the rotated leadership and leadership transitions 

literatures by examining new potential antecedents to functional leadership transitions in 

teams that do not have any existing norms, protocols, or formal training for engaging in 

leadership transitions. Specifically, teams with accurate mental models related to 

functional leadership transitions are able to transfer leadership responsibilities to the right 

person at the right time. When Aime et al. (2014) introduced heterarchical leadership 

structures, it was implied that heterarchy was a formal leadership structure similar to 

hierarchical and shared leadership structures. Similarly, rotated leadership has been 

presented as a leadership structure (Erez et al., 2002), whereas leadership transitions are a 

team process that can occur regardless of the team’s prescribed leadership structure. 

Therefore, it is important to understand how functional leadership transitions can occur in 

ad hoc teams that do not have formally prescribed leadership structures for heterarchy or 

at all. Specifically, the current dissertation uncovered some of the social processes needed 

to drive functional leadership transitions in teams that lack experience working together.  

Shared leader prototypes were proposed as team mental models that could help 

teams transition leadership to the right person at the right time. Specifically, the 

activation of a heterarchical leader prototype was expected to drive leader categorization 

and leadership emergence based on the alignment of the resource demands of a situation 
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and the team member that had access to those resources (Cook et al., 2019). HLP and 

TMS accuracy and similarity were both expected to be important for functional 

leadership transitions to occur. However, the interaction between HLP accuracy and TMS 

accuracy was found to influence functional leadership transitions regardless of whether 

the mental models were similar across teammates.  

DeRue et al. (2010) argued that the overall magnitude of a team emergent state 

could determine team outcomes (e.g., effectiveness), and that individuals with a minority 

mental state (e.g., an accurate HLP or TMS) can influence the rest of the team, 

particularly when they are in a position of power. The current dissertation shows that a 

team that had high TMS sharedness, but moderate TMS accuracy (e.g., all three team 

members scored 5/9 on the TMS questionnaire) could have behaved similarly to a team 

where there was low sharedness but moderate accuracy (e.g., one team member scored 

9/9 and two scored 2/2) . This implies that when one or two members have high team 

mental model accuracy of HLP and/or TMS they can drive the team to engage in 

functional leadership transitions, even if some team members did not have accurate 

mental models.  

The effect of mental model accuracy on leadership transitions, despite cases of 

low within-team agreement, positively influences engagement in functional leadership 

transitions when both HLP and TMS are accurate. However, the results of this study 

indicate that having an accurate HLP, meaning there is an understanding that situational 

demands change and teams should engage in leadership transitions, could influence teams 

to engage in dysfunctional leadership transitions (i.e., transitions to the incorrect person) 
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if no team member has an accurate TMS, because the team members are unable to match 

the activated leader prototype to a team member.  

The lack of support for Hypothesis 2a could be because team members with high 

MTL are expected to attempt to claim leadership (Holland, 2015; Neubert & Taggar, 

2014), but they may not be willing to grant leadership when appropriate. Nandogopal 

(2016) explains that leadership claiming and granting depend on individual 

internalization of the leadership role, meaning a team member can identify themselves as 

matching a leader prototype or as not matching a leader prototype. However, team 

members with high MTL may identify themselves as leaders in all situations, especially 

when their MTL is driven by agentic, as opposed to communal, motivations, even when 

they do not match the active HLP. This may occur because they rely more heavily on a 

traditional trait-based approach where foundational traits outweigh context-specific 

expertise and resources when the team chooses a leader.  

While MTL is only expected to predict whether an individual is willing to claim a 

leadership role, PC was expected to affect functional leadership transitions because of its 

predicted correlation with an team member’s willingness to engage in leadership 

claiming and granting, depending on which action would result in higher team 

performance (Chen, 2014). The negative three-way interaction between HLP, TMS, and 

PC indicates that team members with high PC are committed to taking the best actions 

for the team (Jackson et al., 2000). The presence of PC on a team overall tended to flatten 

the interaction between HLP and TMS, making teams less likely to engage in leadership 

transitions at all. While it may not be ideal for team members to share a trait that impedes 
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the likelihood that they will engage in leadership transitions, the most important effect of 

PC is in teams with high HLP and low TMS, and where high PC teams chose not to 

engage in leadership transitions if they could not accurately match a team member to the 

leader prototype. PC will likely be important for teams that engage in more implicit 

leadership transitions without specified protocols, because team members with high PC 

prioritize relational recognition and collective endorsement over individual 

internalization (Nandogopal, 2016), motivating them to switch between claiming and 

granting leadership only when they are confident that the leadership transitions will be 

functional.  

Finally, the finding that functional leadership transitions over time were not 

significantly related to performance may be because all teams, regardless of their HLPs, 

use similar practices when it comes to leadership emergence at the beginning of the 

performance episode, which is evidenced by the fact that most teams in the current study 

accurately selected the Market Expert as their leader at T1. Functional leadership 

transitions were probably found to be the most important in the final stage of the 

performance episode because there was not much variance in who the teams identified as 

their leader until later time points, suggesting that functional leadership transitions are an 

adaptive behavior that can promote performance, and that maintaining the same leader 

over time can be harmful for team performance (Aime et al., 2014).  

Implications 

This dissertation demonstrates that leadership transitions can occur in decision 

making teams that do not have experience working together. With a small introduction to 
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the benefits of leadership transitions, as well as how and when to engage in them, teams 

are more likely to transfer power over time. Unlike previous studies that have focused on 

leadership transitions in command and control, emergency response, and hospital 

environments (e.g., Klein et al., 2006; Luciano et al., 2021; Nesse, 2017), this study 

shows that teams can learn to engage in more informal leadership transitions through a 

process of leader categorization and continuous leadership claiming, and granting of new 

leadership relationships when situational demands shift and the focal member changes.  

Leadership transitions in teams with formal leaders often occur via dynamic 

delegation, during which “senior leaders’ rapid and repeated delegation of the active 

leadership role to, and withdrawal of the active leadership role from, more junior leaders 

on the team” (Klein et al., 2006, p. 590). An explored question is whether this type of 

delegation of leadership transition from one person to another occurs in teams that do not 

have formal leaders. For example, if a team member currently fulfilling leadership 

responsibilities recognizes that they no longer have the most relevant expertise to lead the 

team through the situation they are working in, they may influence the team to look to 

another person for leadership. The action of influencing the team to transfer leadership 

responsibilities is both the beginning of a leadership transition (i.e., a leadership grant) 

and a leadership behavior (i.e., a leadership claim). Future research should consider these 

nuanced leadership transitions and identify how they occur and how they may result in 

more effective team performance. 

 The finding that teams without contextual heterarchical leader prototype training 

typically did not transition leadership during the study implies that, without knowledge of 
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leadership transitions and their benefits, teams use more traditional trait-based 

approaches to leadership or rely on formal leadership structures (Hannah et al., 2009; 

Lord et al., 1984; Zaccaro et al., 2018). Additionally, teams are biased to stick with the 

same leader once one has emerged (Kenny & Zaccaro, 1983). A small amount of training 

to develop shared mental models of heterarchical leader prototypes in teams could be 

used to encourage functional leadership transitions in field settings. Compared to the 

sample used in the current study, teams in the field often have experience working 

together, as well as shared mental models of the phases their team goes through and 

knowledge of each other’s skills and expertise. Future research should consider how 

existing teams in the field who work in dynamic environments and have members with 

diverse skill sets may be trained to engage in functional leadership transitions in a way 

that enhances team performance.  

Finally, While the current study accounts for team composition variables that 

have been previously shown to predict leadership emergences (i.e., PC and MTL; Chen, 

2014), it does not address the effect of team members' perceptions of each other's 

leadership capabilities on leadership emergence or leadership transitions. Previous 

research on leadership transitions has shown that perceived competence is an important 

antecedent to leadership transitions (Aime et al., 2014; Nesse, 2017). Therefore, team 

member perceptions of each other's abilities to be leaders, beyond their domain expertise, 

could affect whether functional leadership transitions occur. For example, teams in the 

current study may have chosen not to transition leadership responsibilities from the 

Market Expert to the Persona Expert between T1 and T2 if (a) the team members 
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believed that the Market Expert could effectively adapt their leadership behaviors to 

continue leading the team despite their lack of domain expertise at T2, or if (b) the team 

was not confident in the Persona Expert's ability to lead, despite access to unique 

information important for leadership at T2. Future research should investigate how team 

members' perceived competence of each other's ability to lead the team (i.e., their 

transpersonal efficacy of each other's leadership skills; Dubrow et al., 2018) may affect 

whether or not leadership transitions occur following situational shifts that would call for 

such transitions to occur. Future research should also consider whether team satisfaction 

with current performance is negatively related to their likelihood to engage in functional 

leadership transitions, because they do not see the need to transfer leadership 

responsibilities if their current strategies are proving effective for performance. 

Limitations 

Although several connections between team mental models, team composition, 

functional leadership transitions, and team performance were identified, this study was 

limited in several ways. First, the study was conducted in a virtual environment rather 

than in the lab. The experiment relied on participants reading several packets of 

information and referring to the packets throughout the study. In the lab, researchers can 

easily see what the participants are looking at. Without being able to see the participants’ 

computer screens the researchers lacked knowledge of whether the participants were 

using the information available in their packets throughout the study. 

Second, despite the plethora of leader traits and capacities that are known to be 

included in leader prototypes and to predict leadership emergence (e.g., genetic 
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predisposition, foundational traits, leadership skills, cognitive skills, social capacities; 

Zaccaro et al., 2018), the current study focused almost exclusively on expertise (based on 

the role packets used in the experiment) to drive the heterarchical leader prototypes. 

Future studies should investigate the relative prediction variance explained between many 

more of these leader traits and the emergence of functional leadership transitions. 

Next, there was major variance in the amount of verbal communication teams 

used during the study, and transcript coding of claiming and granting could only be 

conducted for 67% of the teams. There was not a significant difference in performance 

between teams with and without enough communication to be coded, implying that there 

were several antecedents to performance, besides leadership transitions through verbal 

claiming and granting behaviors, that were not captured in the study. 

Additionally, the low reliability of the measures of team mental models limits the 

ability to interpret the effect of team mental models on functional leadership transitions. 

Despite the justification to aggregate individual mental models to the team level using the 

same logic as for the aggregation of unique team member traits to the team level, this 

argument is limited because team mental models are emergent states, and team member 

traits are stable. This limitation stems from typical challenges with measuring team 

mental models (Mohammed et al., 2000). Because team mental models are context 

specific, researchers cannot rely on previously validated measures and must adapt 

existing measures to their own studies (Blickensderfer et al., 1998; Levesque et al., 2001; 

Rittman et al., 1998). In the current study, the lack of difference in TMSs between teams 
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with and without cross-training once they began working together also limits the ability 

to draw conclusions about the differences between teams across the training conditions. 

Finally, the leadership transitions in the current study were subtle leadership task 

transitions (Luciano et al., 2021), making it hard to discretely capture who was leading at 

any given time. The degree of power shifts (Aime et al., 2014) had very few significant 

correlations with other study variables, implying that it was more important to understand 

who should be leading the most, and that it was not necessarily important for only one 

person to engage in leadership tasks during each phase. While these more subtle 

leadership transitions are challenging to capture without extensive qualitative analysis 

(Luciano et al., 2021, Nesse, 2017), quick and informal leadership transitions, such as 

deference to expertise (Weick & Sutcliffe, 2007), may be common in field settings and 

thus important to be able to capture.  
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Conclusion 

 

 In conclusion, functional leadership transitions can occur in ad hoc decision 

making teams that do not have formal leaders or prescribed leadership transitions. 

Additionally, the combination of shared heterarchical leader prototypes and transactive 

memory of leadership capacities can potentially help teams to engage in functional 

leadership transitions when changes in the teams’ environments occur. Unexpectedly, 

team composition variables did not strengthen the positive interaction between team 

mental models and functional leadership transitions; however, PC helped mitigate the 

negative influence of low TMSs on functional leadership transitions by reducing the 

likelihood that teams would engage in leadership transitions if they did not know who the 

focal member was. Leadership transitions deserve further investigation in applied settings 

with dynamic environments and diverse team members where the process of transferring 

power in a heterarchical fashion may improve team adaptability and performance without 

the need for formal changes in team leadership structure. 
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Appendix A: Additional Analyses 

 

 

 

Table 4  

Transcript Coding Protocol and Examples: Leadership Claiming and Granting 

Functional 

Leadership 

Behavior 

Example of “Claiming” statements Example of “Granting” 

statements 

Leading the Team 

So the first step is we want to decide how to start. I'm trying to 

get like the early people that would get interested before we 

take it up to the top is what I'm thinking. [Transcript #175] 

Yeah, so we need to do 

exploration. Exploration. 

[Transcript #175] 

So it's day one, and we don't have anything right now. So I 

guess probably the best place to start is with maybe market 

expert trying to get like the general, like get people to know 

what it is we're trying to pitch to them. [Transcript #120] 

Sure. [Transcript #120] 

We should start by, benchmarking. [Transcript #155] Alright, start with benchmarking? 

Alright, um… [Transcript #155] 

Making Decisions 

for the Team 

I think you should do uhh, mass mailing again, to uhh...brief? 

Because they still are unaware. [Transcript #152] 

That’s okay, that’s okay. Yes go 

ahead. [Transcript #152] 
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Functional 

Leadership 

Behavior 

Example of “Claiming” statements Example of “Granting” 

statements 

Let’s do… ask a research staff member [Transcript #107] Okay… So, should I just pick one, 

and then.. Do you wanna do like… 

[Transcript #107] 

Let’s do a focus group. [Transcript #118] Yeah, that's good idea. [Transcript 

#118] 

Coordinating 

Team Actions 

Um. Try with the chief marketing officer, because that one’s 

high. [Transcript #112] 

Yeah. Chief marketing officer. 

Mkay. [Transcript #112] 

Wait, just a moment. I was thinking before talking to Zing, 

there's the chief counsel we have not communicated to. I think 

we can go for him because he is the chief counsel. [Transcript 

#124] 

Chief Counsel, okay, and have a 

probably a face to face meeting. 

[Transcript #124] 

Can you do, maybe brief the chief counsel at the bottom left 

corner? [Transcript #171] 

This? [Transcript #171] 

Influencing Team 

Strategy 

Um, it sounds like that would be good to do before you get to 

the networking stage which is like the last last stage. Um, but 

like right now, it's not the most important thing to do. Its 

important, even though it is important to do at some point, we 

want to make sure we do all we can now that needs to be done 

now. You know what I mean? [Transcript #131] 

Yeah. [Transcript #131] 

Yeah I guess whichever tactic would make more of them 

aware or at least aware first before we can start like. 

[Transcript #164] 

Right, right. [Transcript #164] 

I think briefing might be something we want to do later in the 

day. Because it seems like if we're taking an individual's 

stakeholder, then that would be something that we're wanting 

to do to increase their individual willingness. Whereas we 

should focus on getting all of them to just be aware. 

Yeah, I do agree. [Transcript #181] 
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Functional 

Leadership 

Behavior 

Example of “Claiming” statements Example of “Granting” 

statements 

[Transcript #181] 

Utilizing Unique 

Expertise to Make 

Suggestions 

You know, in the video, they had like a little network thing 

right here. So I have the same exact thing in my packet. And 

so there's like a running club and there's the lunch club. Um, I 

don't know. If we could do anything with that. I guess this 

would be like the best people to have a meeting with I guess, 

but I'm not sure how we could go. Talk to all of them. 

[Transcript #167] 

Okay. Cool. [Transcript #167] 

Okay now we are exploration I think I'm best to teach because 

I'm the persona expert. I'm going to raise the awareness with 

stakeholders and know their relationship and how they are 

willing to take part in the project. [Transcript #104] 

Yeah, it's fine. [Transcript #104] 

David Merk likes the idea of expanding into Africa, so... 

Okay, next thing. We should not do benchmarking again. 

[Transcript #140] 

Oh, yeah. Yeah. [Transcript #140] 
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Table 5  

Means, Standard Deviations, and Correlations of Study Variables Separated by Time Point 

Category Variable Mean SD 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Heterarchical 

Leader 

Prototypes 

1. HLP (T1) 3.30 1.29             
2. HLP (T2) 2.73 1.03  0.55**           
3. HLP (T3) 2.98 1.12  0.68**  0.63**         
4. HLP SD (T1) 1.50 0.77 -0.21 -0.14 -0.11       
5. HLP SD (T2) 1.21 0.55 -0.06 -0.07 -0.27*   0.29*      
6. HLP SD (T3) 1.21 0.67  0.12 -0.06 0.03  0.30*  0.23   

Transactive 

Memory 

Systems of 

Leadership 

Capacities 

7. TMS (T1) 5.21 1.51  0.43**  0.48**  0.37**  -0.05  0.13  0.21 
8. TMS (T2) 5.47 1.62  0.42**  0.51**  0.42**   0.08 -0.02  0.11 
9. TMS (T3) 5.17 1.71  0.40**   0.23  0.30*   0.11 -0.02  0.25 
10. TMS SD (T1) 2.11 1.03 -0.41**  -0.19 -0.36**   0.11  0.04  0.02 
11. TMS SD (T2) 2.06 0.83 -0.25 -0.25 -0.30*   0.25  0.21  0.16 
12. TMS SD (T3) 2.26 0.94 -0.12  0.23 -0.12  0.22 -0.01  0.22 

Motivation to 

Lead 

13. MTL (T1 Focal Member) 4.64 0.64  0.17  0.10 0.17 -0.03 -0.04  0.07 
14. MTL (T2 Focal Member) 4.59 0.48  0.35**   0.10 0.10 -0.30*  -0.05 -0.15 
15. MTL (T3 Focal Member) 4.62 0.53  0.29*   0.19  0.29*  -0.05 -0.34**   0.05 

Psychological 

Collectivism 

16. PC (T1 Non-Focal Avg) 4.07 0.45  0.26  0.15 0.09  0.14  0.18  0.08 
17. PC (T2 Non-Focal Avg) 3.92 0.48 -0.16 -0.16 -0.11 -0.13 -0.01  0.01 
18. PC (T3 Non-Focal Avg) 3.89 0.48 -0.27*  -0.09 -0.21 -0.12 -0.02 -0.18 

Leadership 

Rank of Focal 

Team Member 

19. Focal Lead Rank (T1) 0.64 0.2 -0.04 -0.13 -0.02  0.05  0.15  0.13 
20. Focal Lead Rank (T2) 0.46 0.24  0.14  0.17 -0.02  0.03  0.33*   0.06 
21. Focal Lead Rank (T3) 0.45 0.24  0.15  0.18 0.11 -0.13 -0.22 -0.27*  

Pct. of Focal 

Leadership 

Claims 

22. Focal Claims Pct. (T1) 0.35 0.28  0.10  0.04 0.16 0.19  0.13  0.08 
23. Focal Claims Pct. (T2) 0.27 0.22  0.32*   0.29*  0.20 -0.09  0.15  0.19 
24. Focal Claims Pct. (T3) 0.30 0.27  0.06 -0.04 -0.03 -0.22 -0.13 -0.12 

Focal Member 

Key Tactics 

Used 

25. Focal Tactics (T1) 5.18 2.00 -0.12  0.07 -0.20  0.10  0.39**  -0.03 
26. Focal Tactics (T2) 4.13 2.55  0.05 -0.01 -0.08 -0.07  0.15  0.19 
27. Focal Tactics (T3) 5.80 3.25 -0.07  0.05 0.15  0.03  0.05  0.04 

Performance 28. Performance 5.90 4.16  0.08 -0.02 0.26 -0.02  0.04 -0.01 
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(Cont’d) 

 
Category Variable 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

Transactive 

Memory 

Systems of 

Leadership 

Capacities 

7. TMS (T1)                   
8. TMS (T2)  0.77**                 
9. TMS (T3)  0.68**  0.70**               
10. TMS SD (T1) -0.14 -0.18 -0.26             
11. TMS SD (T2) -0.20 -0.28*  -0.08  0.38**            
12. TMS SD (T3) -0.01  0.13 -0.08  0.49**  0.32*          

Motivation to 

Lead 

13. MTL (T1 Focal Member)  0.18  0.30*   0.32*  -0.22 -0.16 -0.03       
14. MTL (T2 Focal Member)  0.03  0.07 -0.12 -0.15 -0.35*  -0.13  0.11     
15. MTL (T3 Focal Member)  0.31*   0.32*   0.30*  -0.12 -0.30*   0.18  0.24  0.13   

Psychological 

Collectivism 

16. PC (T1 Non-Focal Avg)  0.13  0.15  0.10 -0.13 -0.26  0.13  0.16  0.29*    0.50** 
17. PC (T2 Non-Focal Avg) -0.09 -0.06  0.08  0.08  0.08 -0.01  0.04 -0.03   0.37**  
18. PC (T3 Non-Focal Avg) -0.15 -0.24 -0.26 -0.03 -0.04 -0.02  0.09  0.15   0.29*  

Leadership 

Rank of Focal 

Member 

19. Focal Lead Rank (T1) -0.06 -0.20  0.01  0.07  0.08 -0.04  0.08 -0.19  0.08 
20. Focal Lead Rank (T2)  0.43**  0.27*   0.26 -0.25 -0.13 -0.25  0.02  0.20  0.05 
21. Focal Lead Rank (T3)  0.05  0.18 -0.04  0.01 -0.26  0.13  0.04 -0.10  0.04 

Pct. of Focal 

Leadership 

Claims 

22. Focal Claims Pct. (T1)  0.17 -0.09 -0.01 -0.02 -0.06 -0.14  0.22 -0.08  0.12 
23. Focal Claims Pct. (T2)  0.37**   0.22  0.25 -0.25 -0.14  0.03 -0.03  0.11  0.10 
24. Focal Claims Pct. (T3) -0.02  0.12  0.08  0.14  0.06  0.07 -0.12 -0.03 -0.14 

Focal 

Member Key 

Tactics Used 

25. Focal Tactics (T1)  0.14  0.08 -0.08  0.17  0.16  0.05 -0.01 -0.24 -0.22 
26. Focal Tactics (T2)  0.19  0.09  0.13 -0.09  0.06 -0.23  0.05 -0.04 -0.09 
27. Focal Tactics (T3) -0.11 -0.01  0.05 -0.03  0.11  0.11  0.05 -0.22 -0.11 

Performance 28. Performance  0.14  0.10  0.28*  -0.24 -0.09 -0.14  0.00 -0.07 -0.05 
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(Cont’d) 

 
Category Variable 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 

Psychological 

Collectivism 

16. PC (T1 NF Avg)                         

17. PC (T2 NF Avg) 0.49**                       
18. PC (T3 NF Avg) 0.46** 0.62**                     

Focal Team 

Member Rank 

19. Focal Rank (T1)  0.32*   0.10  0.17                   
20. Focal Rank (T2)  0.17  0.01  0.04 -0.19                 
21. Focal Rank (T3) -0.26 -0.31*  -0.07 -0.17 -0.31*                

Pct. of Focal 

Leadership 

Claims 

22. Focal Claims (T1)  0.31*   0.04  0.12 0.54** -0.03  0.01             
23. Focal Claims (T2) -0.20 -0.05 -0.23 -0.16 0.49** -0.11  0.03           
24. Focal Claims (T3) -0.19  0.07 -0.09 -0.13 -0.32*  0.46**  -0.21  0.03         

Focal 

Member Key 

Tactics  

25. Focal Tactics (T1)  0.05  0.09 -0.10  0.10  0.17 -0.1  0.12  0.05  0.09       
26. Focal Tactics (T2) -0.02 -0.01  0.14  0.01  0.09 -0.01  0.05  0.07  0.03  0.16     
27. Focal Tactics (T3) -0.13 -0.07 -0.02 -0.18  0.08  0.10 -0.22 -0.10  0.21 -0.09  0.02   

Performance 28. Performance -0.03 -0.14 -0.08 -0.17  0.12  0.23 -0.04 -0.02  0.31*  -0.03 -0.09 0.42** 

 

Note. N = 54 for all correlations except for correlations with Focal Claims Percentage (N = 40). SD = Standard Deviation. 

Focal = Focal team member at each point in time (Market Expert at T1, Persona Expert at T2, Network Expert at T3); NF = the 

average of the two NF team members at each time point. **p < .01, *p < .05.
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Figure 8. Changes in Leadership Rankings Over Time (By Condition) 

Note. Control = Control training; Cross = Cross-Training, Contextual = Contextualized 

heterarchical leadership training. The top figure shows that while the teams that received 
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both experimental trainings (purple) were not the most accurate at ranking the Market 

Expert as the leader at Time 1, they had the largest reduction in the number of teams that 

continued to rank the Market Expert as the top leader over time. The teams with 

contextual training, but not cross training (blue) also reduced their rankings of the Market 

Expert following Time 1 and increase their ranking of both the Persona Expert and the 

Network Expert at the following time points. Across the three figures, the teams with 

both control trainings (red) show the fewest leadership transitions.  
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Figure 9. Changes in Leadership Rankings Over Time (By Mental Model Group) 

Note. HLP = Heterarchical leader prototype, TMS = Transactive memory system of 

leadership capacities. Across the three figures, teams with high HLP and high TMS were 
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most likely to reduce their leadership ranking of the Market Expert after Time 2 and 

increase their ranking of the Persona Expert at Time 2. While Figure 7 does not show a 

distinctive differences in teams with contextualized training and cross-training vs. no 

cross-training (purple and blue lines), the differences between teams with high HLP and 

high vs. low TMS in this figure clearly show that teams high in both team mental models 

engage in more functional leadership transitions than teams with low TMS. 
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Figure 10. Changes in Verbal Leadership Claims Over Time (By Mental Model Group) 

Note. HLP = Heterarchical leader prototype, TMS = Transactive memory system of 

leadership capacities. Teams with both high HLP and high TMS had Market Experts who 
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spoke more at the beginning of the game, and then progressively less throughout the 

game, compared to any other group. Teams high in both mental models were also the 

most likely to have the focal member speaking more than the other two team members 

across all three time points. Persona Experts in teams low in both mental models (red) 

and teams with low HLP but high TMS (green) were the least likely to speak at T2, even 

though they were the focal member at that time.  
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Figure 11. Changes in Leadership Ranking Over Time (by Mental Models and PC) 

Note. HLP = Heterarchical leader prototype, TMS = Transactive memory system of 

leadership capacities. Teams with high HLP and high TMS at all three time points were 
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most likely to engage in the appropriate pattern of functional leadership transitions, and 

their accuracy was greater over time if they also had high psychological collectivism. 

Teams with high HLP and low TMS showed the biggest differences depending on 

whether they were high or low in psychological collectivism; if they were low in 

psychological collectivism transitions were more likely to occur, but with lower 

accuracy, and if they were high in psychological collectivism transitions occurred less 

often, but they were more accurate when they did occur. 
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Appendix B: Questionnaires 

 

 

 

Manipulation Checks 

Contextualized Heterarchical Leadership Training  

The “correct” answers for the experimental condition are underlined. 

1) What are the three stages of innovation (in order)? 

a) Exploration, Exploitation, Exportation  

b) Exploration, Exportation, Exploitation  

c) Market Research, Pilot Test, CEO Speech  

d) Investment, Technology, Adoption 

2) Which stage of innovation requires a leader with knowledge of each stakeholder's 

willingness to adopt innovation? 

a) Exploitation 

b) Exportation 

c) Market Research 

d) Investment 

3) True or False: Teams should appoint a single leader for this game. 

a) True 

b) False 

4) At the beginning of the game, the team should select a leader who: 

a) Is highly motivated and wants to lead  

b) Is the most intelligent  

c) Will choose tactics to increase the general awareness of stakeholders  

d) Teams talk directly to the CEO about their innovative idea  

5) What are the characteristics of the best leader for innovation? 

a) The individual who is the most intelligent  

b) The individual who has the most experience with innovation in organizations  

c) The individual who is the most charismatic, extraverted, and motivated to lead the 

team  

d) The characteristics of the best leader for innovation change over time, depending 

on the stage of the innovation cycle and the resources of each individual 

6) When should leadership responsibilities be transferred from one person to another? 

a) Never, teams should have a single leader  
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b) Never, team members should all share equal leadership responsibilities  

c) When the current leader is being ineffective  

d) When the situation changes and requires resources the current leader doesn't have  

7) True or False: Teams without formal leaders should always look to the most 

motivated person for leadership. 

a) True 

b) False 

8) True or False: Knowledge of each stakeholder's willingness to adopt new technology 

is most important at the final stages of innovation. 

a) True 

b) False 

9) True or False: During this game, leadership responsibilities should be transferred 

from one team member to another. 

a) True 

b) False  

Cross-Training  

The correct answers are underlined. The ordering of the multiple-choice options was 

randomized for participants. 

1) What is the Persona Expert's sub-goal? 

a) Raise all three innovation parameters to 100%  

b) Raise all stakeholders above 0% adoption  

c) Maximize the number of stakeholders who reach 100% adoption  

d) Influence the CEO to adopt the innovation 

e) Influence the Executive Assistant to adopt the innovation 

2) What is the Market Expert's sub-goal? 

a) Raise all three innovation parameters to 100%  

b) Raise all stakeholders above 0% adoption  

c) Maximize the number of stakeholders who reach 100% adoption  

d) Influence the CEO to adopt the innovation 

e) Influence the Executive Assistant to adopt the innovation 

3) What is the Network Expert's sub-goal? 

a) Raise all three innovation parameters to 100%  

b) Raise all stakeholders above 0% adoption  

c) Maximize the number of stakeholders who reach 100% adoption  

d) Influence the CEO to adopt the innovation 

e) Influence the Executive Assistant to adopt the innovation 

4) The Market Expert's packet includes information about... 

a) The three innovation parameters  

b) Each stakeholder's attitudes about change and innovation  
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c) How the stakeholders know each other  

d) Which stakeholders already know about your innovation 

e) Which stakeholders have the most influence on the CEO 

5) The Network Expert's packet includes information about... 

a) The three innovation parameters  

b) Each stakeholder's attitudes about change and innovation  

c) How the stakeholders know each other  

d) Which stakeholders already know about your innovation 

e) Which stakeholders have the most influence on the CEO 

6) The Persona Expert's packet includes information about... 

a) The three innovation parameters  

b) Each stakeholder's attitudes about change and innovation  

c) How the stakeholders know each other  

d) Which stakeholders already know about your innovation 

e) Which stakeholders have the most influence on the CEO 

7) Which role is responsible for the experiment and advice tactics? 

a) Market Expert  

b) Persona Expert  

c) Network Expert  

d) All of the above 

e) None of the above 

8) Which role is responsible for the indirect lobbying and mass mailing tactics? 

a) Market Expert 

b) Persona Expert  

c) Network Expert  

d) All of the above 

e) None of the above 

9) Which role is responsible for the benchmarking and focus group tactics? 

a) Market Expert  

b) Persona Expert  

c) Network Expert  

d) All of the above 

e) None of the above 

Post-Game Manipulation Check for Heterarchical Leadership Prototype Training 

Participants in the experimental condition should have selected “True” for these 

questions; Participants in the control condition should have selected “False” for these 

questions. 

1) True or False: 
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a) Throughout the game, the researcher encouraged my team to think about what 

phase we were in (e.g., exploration, exploitation, exportation).  

b) Throughout the game, the researcher encouraged my team to think about what 

types of role expertise and key tactics would be required during the next phase.  

c) Throughout the game, the researcher encouraged my team to choose one person to 

lead during each phase. 

Post-Phase Surveys (Following T1, T2, and T3) 

The post-phase TMS questionnaire is the same as the cross-training manipulation check. 

Heterarchical Leader Prototypes 

The correct answer to questions 1-5 were (a) for T1, (b) for T2, and (c) for T3. The 

ordering of the multiple-choice options was randomized for participants. The “correct” 

answers to questions 6 and 7 for the experimental condition are underlined. 

1) What phase of innovation did your team just complete? 

a) Exploration  

b) Exploitation  

c) Exportation  

d) Market Research  

2) Which sub-goal was the most important for the phase your team just completed? 

a) Raise general awareness  

b) Target innovative stakeholders to increase their opinions  

c) Target more resistant stakeholders to increase their opinions  

d) Convince CEO's Executive Assistant to adopt  

3) What role knowledge was most important for the phase your team just completed? 

a) Knowledge of the typical cycle of innovation  

b) Knowledge of the innovativeness of each stakeholder  

c) Knowledge of the relationships between stakeholders  

d) Knowledge of the external stakeholder personas  

4) What strategy was most important for the phase your team just completed? 

a) Raise stakeholder awareness to increase the three innovation parameters  

b) Target more innovative stakeholders to raise their adoption above 0%  

c) Use the relationships between stakeholders to influence the more resistant 

stakeholders to adopt  

d) Target the Sales and Marketing department  

5) Which tactics were most useful for the phase your team just completed? 

a) Benchmarking, consultant, focus group  

b) Experiment, advice, team member  

c) Indirect lobbying, mass mailing, PR video  

d) Briefing, CEO speech, decree  
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6) What characteristics should a leader for innovation have? 

a) The individual who is the most intelligent  

b) The individual who has the most experience with innovation in organizations  

c) The individual who is the most charismatic, extraverted, and motivated to lead the 

team  

d) The characteristics of the best leader for innovation change over time, depending 

on the stage of the innovation cycle and the resources of each individual  

7) When should leadership responsibilities be transferred from one person to another? 

a) Never, teams should have a single leader  

b) Never, team members should all share equal leadership responsibilities  

c) When the current leader is ineffective  

d) When the situation changes and requires resources the current leader doesn't have  

 

Sociometric Leadership 

 

Please rate the extent to which you have been relying on the (Market Expert; Persona 

Expert; Network Expert) to do the following since the last survey. Scale: 1 = Not at all, 5 

= Very Much). 

 

1) Lead the team (1-5) 

2) Make decision for the team (1-5) 

3) Coordinate team actions (e.g., choose tactics) (1-5) 

4) Influence the team strategy (e.g., increase innovation parameters, target innovative 

stakeholders, target resistant stakeholders) (1-5) 

5) Utilize their unique expertise to make suggestions (1-5)  

 

Leadership Ranking 

 

For the following questions, please rank the extent to which the three team members have 

been engaging in these activities since the last survey. The first time you take this survey, 

you should think about Days 0-25, then 26-60, then 61-100. Whoever is engaging in the 

activity the most should be ranked as #1. Whoever is engaging in the activity the 

least should be ranked as #3. 

 

1) Rank who has been leading the team. 

2) Rank who has been making decisions for the team. 

3) Rank who has been coordinating team actions (e.g., choosing tactics and/or which 

stakeholders to target). 

4) Rank who has been influencing the team strategy (e.g., increase innovation 

parameters, target innovative stakeholders, target resistant stakeholders) 
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5) Rank who has been utilizing their unique expertise to make suggestions  
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Appendix C: Dissertation Proposal Literature Review 

 

 

 

Most traditional theories of leadership describe it as formal, static, and 

hierarchical (Hannah et al., 2009; Morgeson et al., 2010). However, such perspectives do 

not articulate how leadership may emerge and change over time (Morgeson et al., 2010; 

Nesse, 2017). Other, more dynamic and informal theories of leadership still generally 

consider leadership emergence as a process that only occurs once during a team’s life 

cycle (e.g., Day et al., 2004; Lichtenstein et al., 2006). Yet, there are conditions and 

contexts in which effective team performance requires multiple leaders to emerge at 

different times during a performance episode. For example, Aime et al. (2014) suggest 

that influential control should be granted to whichever team member has the resources 

that align most closely with the needs of the environment at a given time. Luciano et al. 

(2021) define such leadership transitions as “shifts to or from performing tasks 

designated for a particular leader position” (p. 5).  

Aime et al. (2014) conceptualized leadership transitions by introducing the notion 

of leadership heterarchy, arguing that teams in many contexts can benefit from a hybrid 

of hierarchical and horizontal leadership structures. While it may be advantageous for 

teams to have one clear leader in charge of making decisions, the same individual should 

not necessarily always be in the leadership position (Klein et al., 2006). I refer to 

leadership transitions to the right person at the right time as functional leadership 

transitions. For example, leadership transitions occur at multiple points during most 

emergency response events. During a fire, the first emergency responders to arrive at the 

scene of an event claim leadership and are in charge of decision making until leadership 

is transferred to a more senior official (e.g., Battalion Chief) upon his/her arrival (Bannan 

et al., 2019; Dubrow et al., 2017; The Interagency Board, 2015).  

Heterarchical leadership is also common in patient care teams. For example, 

charge nurses do not hold formal leadership positions, but their roles require them to 

perform several leadership activities including overseeing the patient care process, 

managing team members, and planning strategically (McCallin & Frankson, 2010; 

Sherman et al., 2011). In some cases, physicians specifically delegate leadership 

responsibilities to nurses (Klein et al., 2006). Other times, charge nurses demonstrate 

leadership when a physician is unavailable. When charge nurses lack the authority or the 

expertise to make decisions for patient care, they turn to physicians for leadership. Thus, 

effective patient care can be dependent on the appropriate transitioning of leadership 

from a physician to a charge nurse, and vice versa, depending on the availability, 

resources, and expertise of each individual to make decisions and set direction for the 

team.  
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Despite several studies of rotated leadership and leadership transitions, close 

attention has yet to be paid to the complex social processes that facilitate leadership 

transitions where the emergence of new leadership relationships occur multiple times 

throughout a single performance episode (Cook et al., 2019). Leadership transitions 

therefore deserve further investigation from a social perspective of leader emergence, 

given changes in which team members engage in functional leadership behaviors across 

time. Thus, the current dissertation utilizes functional and emergent perspectives of 

collective leadership to explain how leadership transitions occur.  

Leadership Transitions 

Collective leadership theories state that leadership can be shared or distributed 

across individuals in a team (Pearce & Conger, 2003). Multiple individuals may 

simultaneously fulfill the same leadership roles (i.e., shared leadership) or in different 

leadership roles (i.e., distributed leadership; Contractor et al., 2012; Zaccaro & 

DeChurch, 2012). Additionally, collective leadership argues that different individuals 

may fulfill leader roles at different times during a performance episode (i.e., rotated 

leadership; Contractor et al., 2012; Erez et al., 2002). Leadership transitions can be 

understood as the process of a team engaging in rotated leadership. However, the current 

literature simply states that at some moments one person leads, and at other moments 

another person takes their place as the new leader (Erez et al., 2002).  

Rotated leadership has been found to predict team performance (e.g., Davis & 

Eisenhardt, 2011; Erez et al., 2002; Hiller et al., 2006). For example, Davis & Eisenhardt 

(2011) found that alternating decision control over time allowed organizational partners 

to focus on their unique capabilities to enhance innovation. On the other hand, when 

leadership was shared simultaneously, organizations tended toward a more consensus-

driven approach, leading them to prioritize agreement over novelty, resulting in 

decreased innovative performance (Davis & Eisenhardt, 2011). Rotated leadership 

studies have also found that transferring leadership responsibilities across a team 

motivates team members to feel specifically responsible for the team’s successes and 

failures, which can lead to increased team performance (Erez et al., 2002). 

Functional Leadership 

The team leadership literature has primarily taken a functional leadership 

approach to describing how the emergence of multiple leaders on a team occurs (e.g., 

Contractor et al., 2012; Hiller et al., 2006; Seers et al., 2003). A functional leader is 

responsible “to do, or get done, whatever is not being adequately handled for group 

needs” (McGrath, 1962, p. 5). Functional leadership behaviors include organizing and 

evaluating information, planning and structuring team tasks, communicating information 

to the team, monitoring team resources, problem solving, and making decisions and 

recommendations for the team (Fleishman et al., 1991; Morgeson et al., 2010; Zaccaro & 

DeChurch, 2012; Zaccaro et al., 2001). Anyone on a team can engage in functional 

leadership behaviors, and thus leadership influence in teams is not constrained to formal 

leaders (Hunt, 2004; Morgeson et al., 2010; Uhl-Bien, 2006; Yukl & Mahsud, 2010). 

From a functional leadership perspective, a team engages in a leadership transition when 

an individual not currently expressing leadership begins to engage in leadership 

behaviors such as setting direction for the team (Luciano et al., 2021). 
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Leader Emergence 

When an individual begins engaging in functional leadership behaviors, and 

his/her actions are accepted by the rest of the team, leadership emergence occurs (Carter, 

2016; Lichtenstein et al., 2006; Marchiondo et al., 2015). For example, Lord (1977) 

identified a relationship between functional leadership behaviors and perceptions of 

leadership, such that when an individual engaged in functional leadership behaviors they 

were more likely to be accepted as leaders, and leadership emergence occurred.  

Leadership emergence can result in one leader or in collective leadership (Ensley 

et al., 2006; Hiller et al., 2006). In support of rotated leadership and leadership 

transitions, researchers have argued that the same individuals may engage in both 

leadership tasks and non-leadership tasks during the same performance episode 

(Contractor et al., 2012). For example, DeRue (2011) argues that top management teams 

often have “group members shift in and out of leader and follower roles based on whose 

experience is most applicable” (p. 139). Thus, leadership transitions can be understood as 

the repeated process of new leader emergence throughout a single performance episode.  

Leadership Transitions Versus Role Transgressions.  

Luciano et al. (2021) clarify that individual can engage in leadership tasks, and 

thus leadership transitions, without formally changing his/her role. Thus, not all 

leadership transitions are also role transgressions. A role has been defined as a formal 

position that requires an individual to continually engage in a pre-determined set of 

behaviors (Contractor et al., 2012; Luciano et al., 2021). A task, on the other hand, is one 

specific behavior that may, or may not, be completed as part of a role (Liu & Li, 2012). 

In other words, a role could be understood by the set of responsibilities that is implied 

under a specific job title, while a task is one specific responsibility that could be included 

in a job description. It is possible for an individual to engage in a leadership transition in 

the form of a task transgression without engaging in a role transgression. The fact that 

leadership transitions can occur as task transgressions allows for more fluid and rapidly 

changing leadership structures than leadership transitions that are also role transgressions 

(Klein et al., 2006; Luciano et al., 2021). 

Thus, the current dissertation focused on leadership transitions as task transitions. 

Therefore, leadership in the current context will be examined through a functional task 

leadership lens (Luciano et al., 2021; McGrath, 1984). A functional leadership transition 

will be considered to have occurred when an individual engages in task-focused 

leadership activities, such as choosing specific tactics for the team to use and influencing 

the overall strategic direction of the team based on their unique resource-based leadership 

capacities (Fleishman et al., 1991; Zaccaro et al., 2001).  

Leadership Hierarchy versus Leadership Heterarchy 

The conceptualization of leadership transitions emerged from leadership 

heterarchy, which argues that both leadership power and leadership structure can shift 

over time (Aime et al., 2014). Heterarchical leadership may be used to transfer leadership 

from one individual to another over time through leadership transitions (Aime et al., 

2014). Heterarchy also occurs when full leadership structures change, such as shifting 

from vertical command and control to more collective leadership structures (Aime et al., 

2014; Nesse, 2017). 
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Heterarchy was first introduced to the organizational behavior and psychology 

literature in 2014 by Aime et al., who adopted the concept from the biophysics literature 

(McCulloch, 1945). In biophysics, heterarchy refers to the changes in neurocognitive 

structures that occur when the environment changes and the structure changes to one that 

is more situationally efficacious. Similarly, leadership heterarchy argues that leadership 

relationships are also dynamic and fluent, and thus emergent (Aime et al., 2014; Nesse, 

2017). Leadership transitions are common in teams with heterarchical leadership 

structures (Aime et al., 2014). 

Purely hierarchical leadership structures can impede team adaptability in complex 

environments (Nesse, 2017). However, fully decentralized leadership also hinders 

coordination in complex environments (Davison et al., 2012; Lanaj et al., 2013). 

Heterarchical leadership structures have been shown to allow for teams to adapt by 

transferring power to the individuals with the most situationally relevant leadership 

competencies (Nesse, 2017). Heterarchy's advantage over both hierarchical and shared 

leadership structures is the ability for teams to have streamlined decision making and 

coordination through a single leader, while also allowing who that leader is to change 

over time.   

Hierarchical, collective, and heterarchical leadership structures have all been 

shown to improve performance in different contexts (Aime et al., 2014; Contractor et al., 

2012; Zaccaro & DeChurch, 2012). While not all contexts call for leadership transitions, 

teams that work in dynamic environments and have a high distribution of resources are 

likely to outperform teams with formal hierarchies and teams with shared leadership 

(Aime et al., 2014; Cook et al., 2019). 

Leadership Transitions and Team Performance 

There are three specific papers to date that have linked functional leadership 

transitions to team performance. First, Aime et al. (2014) found that leadership transitions 

that transferred power to the individual with the best set of resources for the team’s 

current needs have been linked to team creativity (Aime et al., 2014). Second, Nesse 

(2017) conducted three case studies examining processual power dynamics that change 

over time in teams. Nesse found a positive relationship between situationally driven 

power transitions and performance, this time in crisis environments, such as during 

terrorist attacks.  

Finally, Luciano et al. (2021) found a positive relationship between leadership 

transitions and system effectiveness. However, Luciano et al. showed that the relationship 

between leadership transitions and performance was dependent on the stability of the 

environment. They found that leadership transitions in volatile environments could 

negatively moderate the relationship between leadership transitions and system 

performance. As suggested by Davison et al., 2012; Lanaj et al., 2013Luciano et al. 

showed that same leadership functions that promote performance in one situation can be 

detrimental to performance in another situation. During major environmental changes 

leadership transitions can increase uncertainty instead of promoting performance, 

implying there is a balance between transferring leadership to the most relevant 

individual and maintaining stable leadership when there is environmental uncertainty 

(Luciano et al., 2021).  
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Antecedents to Leadership Transitions 

Thus far, leadership transitions studies have found that leadership is most likely to 

be transferred to individuals who the team believes to be both competent (i.e., have the 

necessary leader competencies) and legitimate (i.e., have some justifiable claim to power; 

Aime et al., 2014; Cook et al., 2019; Nesse, 2017). Qualitative analysis of leadership 

transitions in crisis leadership environments found that leadership transitions to be driven 

by perceived competence tend to occur when teams identify that a specific individual’s 

resources, including their knowledge, skills, and abilities, align with the environmental 

demands (Nesse, 2017). Specifically, Nesse found, “leadership was typically transferred 

if a more competent leader emerged, if the competency was no longer needed, or if 

leaders failed to use others' competencies” (Study 2, p. 20).  

Cook et al. (2019) also found the development of positive competence perceptions 

of teammates to influence leadership perceptions of teammates. They found competence 

allocation to be an emergent state in teams, such that, as relationships developed through 

interpersonal contact over time, members began to change their perceptions of leadership 

competence of individual members. These changes in competence allocation facilitated 

transitions in perceptions of informal team leadership (Cook et al., 2019). 

Regarding perceived legitimacy of potential leaders, Aime et al. (2014) examined 

the situational shifts that affected changing perceptions of each individual's legitimacy for 

leadership or power expression. The researchers found that when individuals possessed 

situationally relevant resources, they were perceived to be legitimate leaders; and when 

individuals did not possess appropriate resources, they were perceived to be illegitimate 

leaders.  

Nesse (2017) also noted the role of perceived legitimacy on leadership transitions, 

but further emphasized the role of formal leadership and leadership granting by others as 

playing major roles in such perceptions. Nesse’s (2017) second study found that 

individuals were perceived as leaders when they had legitimate leadership claims, such as 

having been appointed by a formal leader of having been granted leadership by others in 

the group.  

Inertial Effect of Leadership Relationships 

Despite the empirical and field evidence that leadership transitions do occur in 

many situations (e.g., Aime et al., 2014; Contractor et al., 2012; Erez et al., 2002; Klein 

et al., 2006), several studies have shown that teams do not typically change who the rely 

on for leadership within the same performance cycle (e.g., Barnlund, 1962; Bell & 

French, 1950; Borgotta et al. 1954; Kenny & Zaccaro, 1983). Kenny and Zaccaro (1983) 

state, “It is reasonable to assume an inertial effect whereby a leader who emerges in one 

group situation will continue to be perceived as a leader in subsequent group sessions by 

the same fellow members” (p. 680). Over the years, research has continued to show that 

individuals who engage in functional leadership are able to change their behaviors when 

task demands shift (Lord et al., 2017). Teams typically look to that individual to change 

their behaviors, rather than transitioning leadership to another individual on the team 

(Lord, 1977).  

The original rotation studies that found this inertial effect of maintaining 

leadership relationships were primarily based on leader individual difference traits (e.g., 
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personality, intelligence; Barnlund, 1962; Kenny & Zaccaro, 1983). These studies did 

not, however, manipulate situationally specific leadership capacities such as traits and 

resources. Instead, it has been assumed that the current leader would be capable of 

adapting their behaviors if the situation changed, without consideration of whether that 

individual had the full set of capacities needed to successfully lead the team. Thus, 

leadership transitions are expected to occur, overcoming inertial effects of leadership, 

when (a) the current leader does not have the leadership capacities required for the 

situation and (b) another individual on the team is known to have more relevant 

leadership capacities, such as resources and expertise (Aime et al., 2014). 

There are two team conditions that are likely necessary for leadership transitions 

to be desirable enough for teams to overcome the inertial effect of continued leadership 

relationships. First, the team environment should be dynamic in such a way that changes 

in a leader's behaviors would not be sufficient for success if that individual lacks the 

resources to address the environmental changes (Cook et al., 2019; Luciano et al., 2021). 

Second, the resources needed to respond to dynamic environments need to be distributed 

across the team, such that in addition to the current leader lacking sufficient resources, 

there is also another individual who is better suited to lead (Aime et al., 2014).  

Findings from Related Literatures  

In addition to research that specifically refers to ‘rotated leaders’ and ‘leadership 

transitions,’ other concepts related to changes in team leadership within team 

performance cycles have received research attention. Such concepts include dynamic 

delegation, deference to expertise, and leadership redundancy (Johannessen et al., 2015; 

Klein et al., 2006; Weick & Sutcliffe, 2007). 

Dynamic delegation. For example, Klein et al. (2006) introduced the concept of 

dynamic delegation in surgical teams, defining it as, “senior leaders’ rapid and repeated 

delegation of the active leadership role to, and withdrawal of the active leadership role 

from, more junior leaders on the team” (Klein et al., 2006, p. 590). Dynamic delegation 

takes on a functional leadership perspective, such that senior leaders delegate specific 

leadership responsibilities including providing strategic directions, monitoring, providing 

hands-on treatment, and teaching other team members (Klein et al., 2006).  

Klein et al. argued that dynamic delegation is a form of situationally-specific 

shared leadership allows teams to be more flexible in rapidly changing 

environments. Unlike with other common forms of collective leadership where multiple 

individuals engage in leadership simultaneously (e.g., Carson et al., 2007; Contractor et 

al., 2012; Hiller et al., 2006), dynamic delegation is a clear rotation of leadership from 

one individual to another. Klein et al. emphasize the need for a single “active leadership 

role” on a team, such that only one individual leads at any given time in extreme action 

environments. Through dynamic delegation, the active leadership role can shift across 

levels of hierarchy within a single team performance episode. For example, Klein et al. 

identified an example of dynamic delegation when a fellow was fulfilling the active 

leadership role, but an attending surgeon stood up from his chair to take over that role by 

setting new direction for the team. Dynamic delegation subsequently occurred when the 

attending surgeon took a physical step back and returned to his chair, allowing the fellow 

to become the active leader once again. 
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In sum, dynamic delegation is one type of leadership transition that tends to occur 

in intense team environments where is it advantageous to shift functional leadership 

responsibilities to one individual to another based on contextual considerations. While 

dynamic delegation is an explicit process, other forms of leadership transitions can be 

less formal, such as deference to expertise and leadership redundancy. 

Leadership redundancy. Leadership redundancy occurs when an individual who 

does not normally fulfill leadership tasks, either formally or informally, begins engaging 

in functional leadership behaviors such as problem solving and decision making for the 

team (Johannessen et al., 2015). In line with findings from leadership transitions and 

dynamic delegation research, Johannessen et al. (2015) found leadership redundancy to 

increase team flexibility and team performance (Cook et al., 2019; Nesse, 2017). They 

also found that leadership redundancy can harm team performance if it causes uncertainty 

in the team as to who the leader is and introduces complexities that hinder team 

coordination (Klein et al., 2006; Luciano et al., 2021). 

As with dynamic delegation, leadership redundancy can occur when someone is 

nominated by an existing leader (e.g., dynamic delegation to a lower-level medical 

provider; Johannessen et al., 2015; Klein et al., 2006). Leadership redundancy can also 

occur informally, such as a co-pilot stepping in to assist a pilot without being explicitly 

granted leadership responsibilities from the pilot (Johannessen et al., 2015). Leadership 

transitions research suggests that such informal leadership emergence occurs when teams 

transfer power to individuals they consider to be competent and legitimate leaders (Aime 

et al., 2014; Klein et al., 2006; Nesse, 2017). Johannessen et al. (2015) found that there 

must also be an individual who is both available and willing to take on leadership 

responsibilities. In other words, for leadership redundancy to occur, a potential leader 

must actively claim leadership responsibilities, and their actions must be accepted by 

their teammates (DeRue & Ashford, 2010).  

Deference to expertise. Finally, deference to expertise occurs when a team grants 

leadership responsibilities to someone who has specific information or knowledge related 

to the situation, regardless of that individual’s rank in the formal hierarchy (Roberts et al., 

1994; Weick & Sutcliffe, 2007). Deference to expertise is often informal and occurs 

implicitly, rather than as part of a formal rotated leadership structure or protocol (Weick 

& Sutcliffe, 2007). Because of this, leadership transitions through deference to expertise 

are highly relational in nature, and antecedents to deference to expertise include 

perceived credibility and trust in an individual (Weick & Sutcliffe, 2007).  

In summary, despite the original findings from rotated leadership studies that 

leadership relationships remain stable over time (e.g., Kenny & Zaccaro, 1983), there are 

several findings across the literature that indicate power is transitioned from one 

individual to another on teams. Heterarchical leadership and rotated leadership are two 

specific structures that allow teams to actively engage in functional leadership transitions 

(e.g., Aime et al., 2014; Erez et al., 2002). Leadership transitions can also occur through 

dynamic delegation by formal leaders (Klein et al., 2006). Additionally, new leadership 

responsibilities can be claimed by individuals who are willing and available to assist 

through leadership redundancy (Johannessen et al., 2015), and teams can rely on others 
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for leadership functions who have situationally relevant expertise (Weick & Sutcliff, 

2007).  

The Process of Transitioning Leadership 

While a few antecedents to leadership transitions have been identified (e.g., 

perceived competency and legitimacy; Aime et al., 2014; Klein et al., 2006; Nesse, 2017; 

Weick & Sutcliff, 2007), current research in lacking in the understanding of how 

leadership transitions happen, including the team processes and states that are necessary 

to drive functional leadership transitions to the right person at the right time. Acton et al. 

(2019) qualify leadership emergence as, “an outcome of an unmeasured magical process” 

(p. 145). Therefore, the current dissertation utilizes a social information processing and 

leader categorization approach to understanding perceptions of potential leaders, and a 

leader identity formation approach to explain how power transitions occur continuously 

throughout team performance cycles (DeRue & Ashford, 2010; Foti & Lord, 1987; Lord, 

Foti, & De Vader, 1984). 

Leader Categorization and Leader Identity Formation 

Leadership emergence and leadership transitions are inherently social processes 

(Cook et al., 2019; Day et al., 2004). Thus, a relational perspective should be used to 

understand how new leadership connections are developed over time (Uhl-Bien, 2007). 

The relational process of a leadership transition begins with the simultaneous activation 

of context-specific leader prototypes and the social information processing of team 

member leader competencies, allowing teams to categorize certain individuals as 

potential leaders (Lord et al., 1984).  

Rosch and Lloyd’s (1978) model of social categorization explains that people 

gather information about others and apply that information to a specific social category to 

make judgments about them. Lord et al. (1984) adapted the social categorization theory 

to the leadership context, explaining that leader categorization occurs when the perceived 

'stumuli' (e.g., traits, behaviors, and resources) are applied to the social category of 

leadership (Cook et al., 2019; DeRue, 2011; Hansbrough et al., 2015).  

There are two steps required for leader categorization to occur (Lord et al., 1987). 

First, leader prototypes are ‘activated,’ meaning team members choose a relevant set of 

leadership capacities, such as traits, behaviors, and resources, that they expect to be 

prototypical to a potential leader (Foti & Lord, 1987; Lord et al., 1984). Additionally, 

social information processing occurs, allowing team members to perceive and encode 

information about each other's leadership capacities (Cook et al., 2019; Salancik & 

Pfeffer, 1978). Such social information can then be used to match the leadership 

capacities of individuals to activated leader prototypes (Lord et al., 1984). The activation 

of leader prototypes and the social information processing of team member leadership 

capacities can occur simultaneously as team members learn more about one another, 

eventually allowing for the convergence necessary for leader categorization to occur 

(Wyer, 2012). 

Context-specific leader categorization. The stimuli considered for social 

information processing, and the matching leader prototypes used for leader 

categorization, typically include the traits and behaviors of potential leadership, such as 

their personalities, intelligence, and past leadership actions (Foti & Lord, 1987; Lord et 
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al., 1984). While traits and behaviors are important components of leader prototypes 

(Lord et al., 2001; Offerman et al., 1994), focusing on these general attributes along can 

be limiting if they cannot be matched to the needs of more specific contexts.  

Fortunately, more recent theories of social information processing account for 

task-specific leader prototypes for leader categorization (e.g., Dinh & Lord, 2012; Lord et 

al., 2001). Task- and context-specific leader prototypes allow for increased flexibility in 

perceptions of potential leaders and leadership emergence (Dinh & Lord, 2012). Dinh and 

Lord (2012) argue, “leadership behaviors that may be critical to success for one type of 

event may be unrelated or even negatively related to success on other events” (p. 660). 

Therefore, more situationally driven prototypes can allow perceivers to change their 

perceptions of potential leaders as they gain information about both the environment and 

about potential leaders (Cook et al., 2019). To apply to situations that call for leadership 

transitions, situationally-driven prototypes also need to include the concept of heterarchy, 

such that teams should be prepared to switch their leader prototypes, and potentially their 

categorization of which team member best matches a newly activated leader prototype, 

based on their task-specific leadership capacities (Cook et al., 2019). Then, teams will be 

cued to recognize situational triggers that call for new leader prototypes to be activated. 

Context-specific leader prototypes should include resources and expertise, in 

addition to traits and behaviors (Dinh & Lord, 2012). These prototypes should also 

include information about environmental triggers that can cue team members as to which 

prototype is the most relevant at a current moment in time (Cook et al., 2019). For 

example, teams may be triggered by suffering performance, and acknowledge that their 

current leader may not have the capacities necessary to effectively lead the team (Aime et 

al., 2014). Teams may also recognize new opportunities in the environment to exploit 

their resources to enhance team performance, acknowledging that they may need to look 

to a new individual to engage in task-specific leadership behaviors based on their 

available expertise and decision-making capabilities (Cook et al., 2019; Dinh & Lord, 

2012). From an event system perspective (Morgeson et al., 2015), teams are most likely 

to be triggered to adapt their behaviors, including their leadership processes, when there 

is novelty or disruption present in the environment. Thus, catalysts for activated new 

leader prototypes include obvious changes in the environment that indicate current 

processes may no longer be effective for enabling team performance. The more critical 

the event, the more likely teams will be to activate new leader prototypes and engage in 

functional leadership transitions. In sum, team adaptability through leadership transitions 

is dependent on a team’s ability to hold multiple leader prototypes simultaneously, 

allowing for the transition to a new leader prototype when the environment changes 

(Cook et al., 2019; Dinh & Lord, 2012). 

Much of the literature on leader categorization has assumed that leaders will adapt 

their behaviors following environmental shifts (Lord, 1977). While it has been suggested 

that teams may stop looking to an individual for leadership if they fail to adapt their 

behaviors when task demands change (Lord, 1977), researchers have yet to investigate 

teams that activate different leader prototypes at different times when situational 

demands change. Cook et al. (2019) argue, “changes in interpersonal perceptions are 

therefore only possible when the encoding of behavioral information leads to a 
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reevaluation process and if the respective behavioral information is incongruent with 

previous categorization and perception of the target person” (p. 228). Such adaptability 

requires teams to consider both current and future leader prototypes, and to actively 

monitor the environment and individual member traits, behaviors, and resources to 

activate new prototypes when necessary, in order to maintain perceptual flexibility for 

leader categorization (Cook et al., 2019; Dinh & Lord, 2012; Lord et al., 2001; Lord & 

Hall, 2005). If teams hold multiple leader prototypes, and understand which prototypes 

should be activated in different situations, they may be able to avoid the typical inertial 

effect of continuing leadership relationships (Kenny & Zaccaro, 1983), allowing for 

dynamic leadership transitions to occur.  

Leadership Identity Formation 

Social information processing and leader categorization theories explain how 

individuals are identified as potential leaders through the activation of leader prototypes 

followed by matching individual stimuli to those prototypes (Cook et al., 2019; Lord et 

al., 2001). However, leadership emergence and leadership transitions do not occur until 

an individual categorized as a leader actually begins to influence the team (Lichtenstein 

et al., 2006; Marchiondo et al., 2015). Hence, to fully explain leadership transitions 

through a leader categorization perspective, leader (and follower) identity construction 

theories should also be considered (DeRue & Ashford, 2010). 

Leader identity construction theories explain how leadership relationships are 

formed between team members, and is used to describe how such relationships emerge 

between individuals that do not hold formal leadership positions (DeRue & Ashford, 

2010; Marchiondo et al., 2015). While typical theories of leadership emergence focus on 

traits and behaviors through leader categorization (e.g., Foti & Hauenstein, 2007; Lord, 

1977; Taggar et al., 1999), leader identity construction focuses much more heavily on the 

dynamics of leadership as a relationship (DeRue & Ashford, 2010; Marchiondo et al., 

2015; Nandagopal, 2016). 

DeRue and Ashford (2010) discuss the establishment of a leader identity as an 

outcome of the dyadic claiming and granting of leadership, where claiming leadership is 

an individual’s attempt to lead, and granting leadership is an individual’s attempt to 

follow (Carter, 2016; Marchiondo et al., 2015). Nandogopal (2016) offers three key 

elements for identity formation: individual internalization, relational recognition, and 

collective endorsement. Through individual internalization, a team member recognizes 

themselves as a potential leader, by matching their traits, behaviors, and resources to an 

expected leader prototype, and integrates their leader identity into their self-concept. 

Similarly, an individual may identify that they do not possess the necessary resources to 

lead and therefore internalize a follower identity. Second, relational recognition occurs 

when a dyad reciprocates a leader/follower tie to activate a leadership relationship. 

Finally, collective endorsement is required for team-level leader emergence, as the entire 

group should agree on who the leader is (Nandagopal, 2016). 

Without all three stages of individual internalization, relational recognition, and 

collective endorsement, leader identities and leader/follower relationships may fail to 

emerge (Nandagopal, 2016). In other words, without perceptual alignment between team 

members around who should lead and who should follow, leadership transitions can 
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suffer. Leadership identity construction is dependent on the development of connected 

ties between leaders and followers, such that one person attempts to lead others who 

agree to follow him/her (Holland, 2015; Marchiondo et al., 2015). Holland (2015) 

described unconnected leadership as a perceptual disconnect, whereby either a member 

claims leadership but is not granted the leadership relationship (i.e., unrequited 

leadership), or an individual is granted leadership but does not claim the leadership role 

(i.e., unrecognized leadership). Perceptual disconnects in leadership relationships lead to 

failed leader identity construction (Marchiondo et al., 2015), and thus, failed leadership 

transitions. Thus, similarity and accuracy of team mental models around leadership 

transitions will be particularly important in ensuring that transitions occur for all dyads 

within a team (Cannon-Bowers et al., 1993). 

In summary, functional leadership transitions can be explained by the team 

activation of multiple leader prototypes, and processing of stimuli around individual 

traits, behaviors, and resources to match such attributes to the most relevant leader 

prototype, multiple times throughout a performance episode (Lord et al., 1984). Leader 

categorization explains who is chosen as a leader, and leader identity formation explains 

how multiple leaders emerge through claiming and granting relationships based on the 

activation of event-specific leader prototypes (DeRue & Ashford, 2010; Nandagopal, 

2016). While leader categorization and leader identity formation were not originally 

meant to explain leadership transitions, or the emergence of multiple leaders in a team 

over time, the literature has heavily implied that such transitions can occur (DeRue, 2011; 

Dinh & Lord, 2012).  

Based on the review of the literature explaining how leadership perceptions and 

identities emerge in teams over time, the process of functional leadership transitions is 

expected to occur as follows. First, a team is cued by an environmental trigger that a new 

leader prototype needs to be activated. Then, members simultaneously consider which 

context-specific leader prototype to activate and process social information about which 

team members fit each prototype. Next, teams engage in leader categorization by 

collectively matching a team member’s leadership competencies to the activated leader 

prototype. Then, leader categorization leads to leader identity formation where the 

individual matching the activated leader prototype begins to engage in functional 

leadership behaviors (i.e., leadership claiming) and the rest of the team is accepting of 

those behaviors (i.e., leadership transitions). Finally, reciprocated leadership claims and 

grants to the right person and the right time result in functional leadership transitions.  

Team Mental Models 

Leader identity formation through the development of new leadership 

relationships is typically considered at the individual and dyadic levels of analysis 

(DeRue & Ashford, 2010; Lord et al., 1984). While such cognitive processes occur at the 

individual level, researchers have argued for the importance for agreement around who 

should lead and who should follow (Holland, 2015). Team-level leadership emergence 

and functional leadership transitions are more likely to occur when there is a collective 

endorsement of a new leader (Nandogopal, 2016). Therefore, it is important for teams to 

have shared cognitive prototypes of what leadership capacities are necessary in different 

situations (Dickson et al., 2006).  
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Team mental models include the knowledge teammates all share regarding team 

roles, teammate interactions, and the team environment, along with the collective 

understanding of how resources and expertise are distributed across teams (Klimoski & 

Mohammed, 1994; Mohammed et al., 2010). Teams benefit from two types of mental 

models: taskwork and teamwork (Klimoski & Mohammed, 1994; Mathieu et al., 2000; 

McIntyre & Foti, 2013). Taskwork mental models include the knowledge of what needs 

to be done, using what tools, and when. Teams with strong taskwork mental models 

understand the task requirements, and how their resources can be used for different parts 

of the team task. Teamwork mental models include the shared knowledge of how team 

members should interact with one another, and when (Cannon-Bowers et al., 1993; 

Mathieu et al., 2014; McIntyre & Foti, 2013). 

In addition to distinguishing between teamwork and taskwork mental models, 

team mental models can also be categorized as shared mental models or transactive 

memory systems. Shared mental models include knowledge that is common to all 

teammates, such as the knowledge, attitudes, and beliefs common to members of a team 

(Cannon-Bowers & Salas, 1990). For example, team interaction models are shared mental 

models of who is to coordinate, how, and when (Mathieu et al., 2000). Similarly, a shared 

temporal understanding is a shared mental model of the work cycles the team goes 

through, the work stages within each cycle, and how the amount and type of teamwork 

interaction changes over time (Standifer & Bluedorn, 2006). Shared mental models 

promote performance by aligning team members on their expectations of both taskwork 

and teamwork, increasing the team’s ability to be adaptive when task demands change 

(Cannon-Bowers & Salas, 1990). 

Team mental models can also include distributed information (i.e., information 

that is not available to all team members; Cannon-Bowers & Salas, 1990). When 

knowledge is distributed, teams can still maintain a shared knowledge of unique 

expertise, such that, while not every individual on a team holds all relevant information, 

each team member knows who holds which pieces of information (Tetrick et al., 2016). 

When a team has a shared understanding of the distribution of unique expertise, this 

shared understanding is referred to as a transactive memory system (Cannon-Bower & 

Salas, 2001; Lewis et al., 2007; Tetrick et al., 2016). For example, a transactive memory 

system of an interdisciplinary team would include a representation of which individual 

comes from each disciplinary background. Transactive memory systems have been found 

to promote performance, trust, and coordination behaviors (Mohammed & Dumville, 

2001). 

The current dissertation investigates the specific team mental models required for 

teams to collectively transition leadership over time. Teams that benefit from leadership 

transitions are typically in dynamic environments where resources and expertise are 

distributed across the team (Aime et al., 2014). Thus, there are likely two team mental 

models required for the activation of functional leadership transitions. First, heterarchical 

leader prototypes are shared mental models of leadership capacities required for different 

types of situations the team may face (Dickson et al., 2006). Second, transactive memory 

systems of leadership capacities represent the team’s understanding of the distribution of 

the team's resources and expertise. Together, these mental models allow teams to share 
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and understanding of (a) what leadership capacities are needed at different times in the 

team's performance cycle and (b) which teammates maintain those leadership capacities. 

Heterarchical Leader Prototypes 

Individuals typically have their own individual ideas about the traits, behaviors, 

and expertise they believe a leader should have (Lord et al., 1984). For example, people 

are perceived to match leader prototypes when they are extroverted, intelligent, and 

motivated to lead (Zaccaro et al., 2017). Individuals’ leader prototypes also tend to 

include certain behaviors expected of a leader, such that individuals who tend to share 

their opinions and offer recommendations for the team are perceived as leaders (Bandura 

et al., 2019). Leader prototypes can also include task-specific attributes, such as resources 

and expertise that are relevant to the team’s task (Dinh & Lord, 2012; Lord et al., 2001).  

Heterarchical leader prototypes exist when multiple people, such as the members 

of a team, have a common schema of the characteristics of a good leader. Thus, 

heterarchical leader prototypes are team shared mental models of the traits, behaviors, 

resources, and expertise required for an individual to successfully lead the team in a 

given context. Heterarchical leader prototypes emerge when people gather social 

information about one another and learn about the contextual demands of their 

environment, cuing them to understand what leader prototypes are needed in different 

situations (Dickson et al., 2006; Dinh & Lord, 2012).  

Teams can maintain multiple heterarchical leader prototypes simultaneously 

(Dinh & Lord, 2012). Specifically, contextualized heterarchical leader prototypes include 

a shared knowledge of the different leadership capacities that are required across the 

various situations a team may face (Cook et al., 2019; Dinh & Lord, 2012). Such 

dynamic mental models would allow teams to hold multiple leader prototypes 

simultaneously, creating a collective understanding of the need for leadership transitions. 

Thus, each heterarchical leader prototype should be situationally specific. 

Situationally-specific heterarchical leader prototypes include both the attributes 

expected of any potential leader (e.g., intelligent, dominant, decisive; Lord et al., 2001), 

and the resources and expertise that make someone the most relevant and adept leader for 

a particular context (e.g., possessing task-relevant information; having experience leading 

in a particular type of situation; Lord et al., 1984; Rosch & Lloyd, 1978; Rush & Russell, 

1998). Therefore, heterarchical leader prototypes include knowledge of the content of 

multiple leader prototypes (i.e., the sets of traits and behaviors) and under what 

conditions each unique prototype should be activated (Lord & Alliger, 1985). 

Unlike with Lord et al. (1984) original conceptualization of leader prototypes that 

are primarily focused on the stable characteristics of an individual (e.g., personality, 

intelligence), heterarchical leader prototypes need to be heavily contextualized. Wellman 

(2017). Makes the distinction between person-based and situation-based prototypes of 

leadership, arguing that many leader prototypes are often dependent on the requirements 

of the situation. Thus, heterarchical leader prototypes are based on the match between 

contextualized leadership requirements and task-based leadership capacities of team 

members that match those prototypes. Heterarchical leader prototypes also acknowledge 

that situational demands change, leading teams to benefit from situation-based prototypes 

that are able to change over time (Dinh & Lord, 2012). 
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Different heterarchical leader prototypes can be applied to activate leadership 

transitions when situations change. Specifically, event systems theory explains how the 

intensity of environmental shifts and cues, particularly those that are unexpected, can also 

shift team requirements (Morgeson et al., 2015), and therefore appropriate leader 

prototypes. When teams understand that there are different leadership requirements at 

different times, and when teams are able to identify that the situation has shifted, 

leadership transitions should be collectively triggered. However, in addition to 

understanding what type of person should lead and when, teams also require a collective 

understanding of which members fit each leader prototype (Dickson et al., 2006; Van 

Knippenberg, 2011). 

Transactive Memory Systems of Leadership Capacities 

Transactive memory systems exist when individuals on a team share an 

understanding of the distribution of knowledge and expertise (Wegner et al., 1985). Thus, 

transactive memory systems of leadership capacities can be used to match individuals to 

heterarchical leader prototypes through the process of leader categorization. Specifically, 

transactive memory systems of leadership capacities include the collective understanding 

of the distribution of common leader traits, as well as knowledge, resources, and skills, 

across team members. Leader categorization and leader identity formation depend on a 

team’s ability to identify the most prototypical individual for a particular leader schema. 

Therefore, teams with strong transactive memory systems of leadership capacities should 

be able to match their heterarchical leader prototypes to specific team members (Foti & 

Lord; 1987; Lord et al., 1984). 

Transactive memory systems of leadership capacities can formed when team 

members demonstrate behaviors and expertise that closely fit the current task commands 

or leader prototypes (Lord et al., 1984; McIntyre & Foti, 2013; Neubert & Taggar, 2004). 

Thus, through social information processing, teams can create a team mental model of 

which individuals are most prototypical to each of the leader prototypes (Dickson et al., 

2006; Van Knippenberg, 2011). In other words, teams with these transactive memory 

systems will be able to collectively identify which team member has the specific 

attributes that best fit the currently activated leader prototype (Acton et al., 2019; Aime et 

al., 2014; Cook et al., 2019; Dihn & Lord, 2012). 

Aime et al. (2014) argued, “teams will behave rationally by transitioning power to 

the member with the most situationally relevant resources…[and] one factor that may aid 

in this process is for the team to develop an accurate and comprehensive transactive 

memory system” (p. 345). Hence, when teams collectively understand (a) what leader 

prototypes should be activated and (b) who best matches those prototypes, they can 

actively engage in functional leadership transitions. 

Similarity and Accuracy of Team Mental Models 

Team mental models are effective when they are similar and accurate (Cannon-

Bowers et al., 1993). Team mental model similarity, or sharedness, is the level of 

consistency or convergence of shared mental models and transactive memory systems 

(Cannon-Bowers et al., 1993; Kang et al., 2006; Mohammed et al., 2010; Rentsch et al., 

2008). Klimoski and Mohammed (1994) argue, “the greater the overlap or commonality 

among team members’ mental models, the greater the likelihood that team members will 
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predict the needs of the task and team, adapt to changing demands, and coordinate 

activity with one another successfully” (p. 412). In the case of leadership relationships, 

similarity of mental models around who should lead, and when, will likely be necessary 

for the collective endorsement of connected leadership claims and grants, allowing for 

functional leadership transitions to occur (Holland, 2015; Nandagopal, 2016). Team 

mental model accuracy exists when team members’ conceptualizations of teamwork, 

taskwork, and the environment reflect some ground truth (Mohammed et al., 2010). 

Accuracy of team mental models is critical for team processes and team success (Cooke 

et al., 2000; Rentsch et al., 2008).  

Team mental model similarity and accuracy are expected to be critical throughout 

the entire leadership transitions process. First, agreement around what heterarchical 

leader prototypes should be activated, and who fits those prototypes, is important for both 

original leader categorization, and for subsequent leader re-categorization when 

situational demands change throughout a performance episode (Dickson et al., 

2006). Johannessen et al. (2015) found that a lack of alignment around leadership 

perceptions, and how a leadership transition should occur, can be negatively related to 

performance. Thus, both heterarchical leader prototypes and transactive memory systems 

are likely required to create shared perceptions of a given individual’s legitimacy and 

appropriateness for becoming a leader (Kopelman, 2009; Marchiondo et al., 2015; Weber 

et al., 2004). 

Second, team mental model similarity and accuracy are also both important for 

the leader identity formation process. DeRue and Ashford (2010) highlight the need for 

team-level clarity of who should lead, and who should follow (Cole et al., 2011; Klein & 

House, 1995). Thus, the combination of heterarchical leader prototypes and transactive 

memory of the distribution of leadership capacities, including resource distribution, can 

allow teams to claim and grant leadership to different individuals over time, allowing 

teams to engage in multiple rounds of leader identity formation and leadership transitions 

through collective endorsement of leaders (DeRue & Ashford, 2010; Nandagopal, 2016). 

When team mental models of leadership are shared, but not accurate, leadership 

transitions can suffer, because leadership can be inadvertently transitioned to a team 

member who lacks the leadership capacities for the situation. In other words, leadership 

transitions may occur, but those transitions may not be functional, or efficacious, for the 

team. On the other hand, if team mental models of leadership are accurate, but not shared, 

leadership relationships may develop between some dyads but not others (DeRue & 

Ashford, 2010), resulting in disconnected and unrequited leadership relationships at the 

team level (Holland, 2015). 

In sum, leadership team mental models can help shape both leader categorization 

through the development and activation of context-specific heterarchical leader 

prototypes (Lord et al., 1984) and matching individuals to such leader prototypes by 

utilizing transactive memory of leadership capacities. However, similarity and accuracy 

of either heterarchical leader prototypes or transactive memory systems alone will be 

necessary, but not sufficient, for functional leadership transitions to occur. Teams able to 

(a) identify cues of contextual changes, (b) establish and reassign leader prototypes based 

on contextual demands, and (c) collectively nominate the individual who best matches a 
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given leader prototype, are expected to have high consensus (i.e., sharedness and 

accuracy; Cole et al., 2011; Klein & House, 1995) and functional leadership transitions. 

Thus, it is the interaction effect between these two mental models that enables functional 

leadership transitions. 

 

Hypothesis 1. Team mental models of heterarchical leader prototypes and transactive 

memory of leadership capacities interact to influence functional leadership transitions. 

Specifically, teams with both mental models are more likely to engage in functional 

leadership transitions than teams that possess only one, or neither, of the mental models. 

 

Team Member Traits and Leadership Transitions 

While it has been recognized that leader emergence and leadership transitions can 

be driven by situationally specific leader prototypes (e.g., Acton et al., 2019; Dinh & 

Lord, 2012; Lord, 2001), the majority of the literature focuses on the individual 

difference traits that predict who will emerge as a leader (e.g., Zaccaro et al., 2017). 

Going back to the original theories of social information processing and leader 

categorization, leadership perceptions are largely influenced by the traits of potential 

leaders (DeRue, 2011; Lord & Alliger, 1985). Such foundational traits common to 

leaders include personality, cognitive abilities, motives, and values (Zaccaro et al., 2017).  

Models of team performance often examine the team composition, based on either 

similarity of, or differentiation between, team members on certain traits (e.g., Tziner & 

Eden, 1985). However, many cross-functional teams have certain roles that are more 

important for team performance than other roles (Humphrey et al., 2009). Humphrey et 

al. (2009) suggest that teams researchers focus on the traits of “core” (as opposed to 

“non-core” team members, where core role holders are defined as those individuals who 

are the most central to the team’s workflow effectiveness or overall team performance. 

Theories of leadership heterarchy and leadership transitions argue that power should be 

transferred between teammates when situational demands shift and a different individual 

becomes the most important for engaging in task-related leadership to optimize team 

performance (Aime et al., 2014). Thus, when considering the implications of team 

member traits on leadership transitions, I differentiate between the relative importance of 

traits of core, or “focal,” members, who must be willing to claim leadership, and the traits 

of non-focal members, who must be willing to grant leadership for functional leadership 

transitions to occur. 

Team mental models of when leadership should be transitioned, and to whom, 

will be insufficient if team members are not willing to claim leadership and willing to 

grant leadership (DeRue & Ashford, 2010; Pearce & Conger, 2003). Thus, focal role 

holder motivation to lead and non-focal member psychological collectivism are 

considered as two additional antecedents to leadership transitions. 

Motivation to Lead 

Motivation to lead has been defined as an individual’s overall desire to claim 

leadership (Chan & Drasgow, 2001; Sullivan et al., 2015). Motivation to lead stems from 

agentic and/or communal values (Bandura et al., 2019). Agentic motivation to lead exists 

when an individual is innately interested in being a leader, and tends to assume a leader 
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affective-identity (Chan & Drasgow, 2001; Holland, 2015). Affective-identity motivation 

to lead has been correlated with extraversion (Chan & Drasgow, 2001). 

Communal motivation to lead, however, tends to be social-normative or non-

calculative in nature (Bandura et al., 2019). Individuals with communal motivation to 

lead do not necessarily want to be leaders, but they are motivated to help others and care 

about what is in the group’s interest rather than what is in their own interest. Social-

normative motivation to lead when a sense of obligation is what motivates someone to 

take on a leader role, and has been correlated with agreeableness (Holland et al., 2015). 

Finally, non-calculative motivation to lead exists when someone does not actively avoid 

leadership roles because they are not worried about associated risks and has been 

correlated with both agreeableness and collectivist values (Chan & Drasgow, 2001). 

Affective-identity, social-normative, and non-calculative motivation to lead have 

all been positively related to both leader emergence and leadership effectiveness 

(Bandura et al., 2019). Additionally, those who are motivated to lead tend to have high 

centrality in informal leadership networks (Neubert & Taggar, 2004). Such centrality is 

likely the result of the fact that people with high motivation to lead tend to engage in 

prototypical functional leadership behaviors, and are consequently seen by others as a 

leader. Thus, focal member motivation to lead (i.e., both agentic and communal 

motivations to lead) should promote functional leadership claiming over time. 

Psychological Collectivism 

While motivation is informative as to whether team members will take on 

leadership responsibilities, psychological collectivism is likely also needed for team 

members to be willing to grant leadership when it is appropriate for the team, even if they 

are highly motivated to lead (Chen, 2014). People with high psychological collectivism 

prefer to work in groups than to work alone, and are willing to engage in whatever 

behaviors are best for the team (Jackson et al., 2006; Mohammad & Angell, 2003).  

Psychological collectivism has been found to predict shared leadership (Chen, 

2014; Hiller et al., 2006). Shared leadership requires team members to both claim 

leadership responsibilities and to grant leadership responsibilities to others. Teams high 

in psychological collectivism will be willing to rely on each other for leadership and will 

be more motivated by the group’s overall performance than by their own motives, such as 

their motivation to lead (Jackson et al., 2006). In the case of leadership transitions, 

psychological collectivism is important for team members to be willing to step back from 

leadership positions when they do not have the necessary resources to support the team. 

Thus, non-focal member psychological collectivism should promote functional leadership 

granting over time. 

In sum, I propose that there are three conditions required for leadership transitions 

to occur. First, teams must have strong leadership mental models of who is the most 

qualified to lead, and under what situations (Hypothesis 1). Additionally, every member 

who should lead at some point needs to be motivated to lead, regardless of whether that 

motivation is agentic and intrinsic or whether they are only motivated to lead when the 

teams needs to rely on them (Bandura et al., 2019). Focal member motivation to lead will 

explain whether individuals are willing to claim leadership when necessary. Finally, non-

focal member psychological collectivism, and thus a willingness to grant leadership to 
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others when appropriate, even if they do not want to give up their leadership 

responsibilities (Chen & Zaccaro, 2013; Mohammad & Angell, 2003). Team member 

traits of focal member motivation to lead and non-focal member psychological 

collectivism should be considered independently at different time points when the 

activated leader prototype changes and the focal and non-focal members of the team shift.  

 

Hypothesis 2a. There is a three-way interaction between heterarchical leader prototypes, 

transactive memory systems of leadership capacities, and focal members’ motivation to 

lead, such that teams with strong mental models and focal members with high motivation 

to lead are the most likely to engage in functional leadership transitions. 

 

Hypothesis 2b. There is a three-way interaction between heterarchical leader prototypes, 

transactive memory of leadership capacities, and both focal and non-focal members’ 

psychological collectivism, such that teams with strong mental models and members with 

high average psychological collectivism are the most likely to engage in functional 

leadership transitions. 

 

Of note, teams that do not have similar and accurate mental models of 

heterarchical leader prototypes and transactive memory of leadership capacities are likely 

to rely more heavily on their overall team composition of motivation to lead and 

psychological collectivism when claiming and granting leadership (Chen, 2014). For 

example, teams with high average motivation to lead and psychological collectivism are 

likely to engage in shared leadership where multiple team members assume leadership 

responsibilities (Chen, 2014). Teams with only one member high in motivation to lead, 

on the other hand, will likely choose to rely on that individual for leadership for the 

duration of the performance episode, regardless of that individual’s task-relevant 

leadership capabilities (Chan & Drasgow, 2001). In such cases where leadership fails to 

transition when task demands shift, team performance will likely suffer (Aime et al., 

2014). 

Leadership Transitions and Team Performance 

Preliminary research has suggested a positive relationship between functional 

leadership transitions and performance (Aime et al., 2014; Luciano et al., 2021). Others 

have suggested that leadership transitions and fluid leadership structures can allow for 

increased team adaptability (Cook et al., 2019; DeRue, 2011; Mathieu & Luciano, 2018; 

Nesse, 2017). Research on similar constructs in the literature, including rotated 

leadership, leadership heterarchy, dynamic delegation, leadership redundancy, and 

deference to expertise, has also indicated the potential for positive relationships with 

team performance (Aime et al., 2014; Erez et al., 2002; Johannessen et al., 2015; Klein et 

al., 2006; Weick & Sutcliffe, 2007).  

In the current dissertation, I do not propose that transferring leadership to any 

person at any time is necessarily related to team performance. Instead, functional 

leadership transitions that specifically occur by shifting power to the most appropriate 

individual when task demands change are the most likely to be related to team 

performance (Aime et al., 2014; Cook et al., 2019; Nesse, 2017). Transferring leadership 
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to the right person at the right time is dependent on both temporal and relational 

dynamics across a team. Temporal dynamics indicate the need for new leaders, or leader 

prototypes, at different points in time (DeRue, 2011; Dinh & Lord, 2012). Relational 

dynamics require team-level agreement of dyadic leadership claiming and granting 

relationships for functional leadership transitions to occur (DeRue & Ashford, 2010). In 

sum, functional leadership transitions should be positively related to performance when 

there is team-level clarity around who should lead and when transitions should occur, 

followed by the collective endorsement of a new individual to fulfill leadership 

responsibilities (DeRue & Ashford, 2010; Nandogopal., 2016). 

While I expect functional leadership transitions to mediate the relationship 

between team leadership mental models and performance, I do not hypothesize full 

mediation, because there are other mechanisms, besides functional leadership transitions, 

that affect the position relationship between team mental models and performance. Team 

mental models have been repeatedly linked to both team performance (DeChurch & 

Mesmer-Magnus, 2010; Kozlowski & Ilgen, 2007; Lewis & Herndon, 2011; Mathieu et 

al., 2000; Mesmer-Magnus & DeChurch, 2009; Mohammed & Dumville, 2001) and 

productive team processes and emergent states (see Mohammed et al., 2010 for review) 

in the literature. While mental models of heterarchical leader prototypes have yet to be 

studied specifically, similar and accurate team interaction mental models have been 

positively related to team performance (Mathieu et al., 2000; McIntyre & Foti, 2013). 

Thus, I anticipate that functional leadership transitions will partially mediate the positive 

relationship between team mental models and team performance, such that leadership 

transitions will inform some additional variance in team performance, but team mental 

models will continue to have an additional independent effect on team performance.  

 

Hypothesis 3. Functional leadership transitions partially mediate the interactive effect 

between heterarchical leader prototypes and transactive memory of leadership capacities 

on team performance. 
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